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FOREWORD 

The following paper formed th. basis of an 
address to Section F of the Brit~~ Association 
at the Oxford Meeting on lo'th August, 1926. 
Wherever possible figures ~ave b.n brought 
up to June, 192'. 

I have to thank the Laura Spellman Rockefeller 
Foundation for enabling me to utilise the services 
of Mrs. A. Henderson, B.Sc. (Econ.), witl;out 
whose help speedy publication would have been· 
im possible.. . 

I extend thanks also to the Londo. and Cam
bridge Economic Service foP perrnissiun to use 
copyright material app!a,ring !p ~eir Bulletin. 

TUI loNDON SarOOL O. EcoNOMICS 
AND POLITICAL SeIINe&. 
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THE FIRST YEAR -QF THE 
GOLD STANDARD 

I 
THB THEORY OF STABIUSATION 

~ I 

There are some aots of "State which close 
historical controversies!'. otrhe d,cision of the 
Baldwin Government to reNA irnmIBdiately to 
the gold standard, .. decision announced to the 
work! on 28th April, 19~ 5; was one of these. 
For though the step liad been preceded by the 
stabilisation of the German, ~ustrian... Hungarian, 
Swedish and Russian ~ncies 1JI.f bf the an~ 
nouncement of independent actiQn by the Union 
of South Africa, the step taken by the British 
Government refresented the definitive shifti~ 
of the balance 0 power in the sphere of monetary 
policy. ,Up to that moment of time there was 
always the chance that out of the conflict be~ 
the golden dollar and the. r.aper pound a per~ 
manent division of the worW's monetary' systems 
might develop; as it is,· stability in rates of 
exchange and reasonable stability in the pric~ 
level has been preferred' both to the possibilities 
of complete stabilisation and the practically much 
greater probabilUy of a progressive fall in the 

7 
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value of lioney. The re-adoption of the gold 
standard mal J'fove in the future to have been the 
wrong policy to adopt: revolution may undo 
again what was done last year, or the slower and 
more subtle modifi.tions which the development 
of technique can bring with it may perhaps make 
the recent change irrelevant. But for the mOIIlent 
the fundamental .decision, fatal or beneficent, 
good Qr evil, has been taken: and we are now 
coacerned,not with questions of high painciple, 
but with questiOlls-irritating, difficult, insistent 
question~f immediate .policy and results. It 
is with these questions, and not with the gold 
standard as such, thl\l: we are concerned here. 
What have.bet! the problems, what the economic 
environment, of the last eighteen months? 

Those who agree 'with the School of .Mr. 
Keynes, that the gold standard is illtrillJically 
undesirable, will find in the experiences of the 
last year" anI! a half additional reasons for regret. 
And even of 'those who' approve, on general 
grounds, of the gold standard, some may believe 
.at it would have been better to wait for a. more 
propitious moment, ot;. whilst thinking that the 
moment had come for Ii return to gold, would have 
preferred to. have seen a new parity point fixed 
between the paper pound and the re-created gold 
pound. Others, again, deny that the immediate 
sacrifices incurred ofttweigh the immediate and 
future benefits to be derived from the return to 
~old on the basis actually chosen. And, lastly, 
It is affirmed by some and denied. by others, 
whether supporters 'of the gold standard or not, 
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that the period of transition is over and that the 
difficulties of adjustment have been tuccessfully 
surmounted. Opinion, in other vdbrlis, hall ceased 
to divide into two directly opposite and conflicting 
camps, each respeotively affirming and denying 
certain plain and. direct theses: we have arrived 
at that confusing and depressing period when doubt 
as to the wisdom of the course taken, the dis
appointment of exaggerated hopes, weariness of 
the wlaole controversy, the absence of clear~ut 
issues, cite dying down of the fighting. mood and 
the reactlon from victary gained, all .combine to 
produce mental staleness and emotional in
difference. 

§ 2 

In the lint stages of the reform campaign after 
the war attention was concentrated large!y on the 
question of the return to the pre-V<U' parity as 
'against stahilisation on a basis near to, or at, the 
actual rate which the forces at work on the 
exchange market-primarily, of co,!ne, the cur
rency poli<J which had actually been punued
had estabhshed. By the time of the Genoa 
Conference- it had become generally recognised 
that .. for countries where currency has fIaIlen 
very far below the pre-war parity, a return to it 
must involve the social and economic dislocation 
attendant upon continuing readjustments . of 
money wages and prices, and a continual increase 
ill the burden ,of internal debt."· But th~ 
1"... ......"., ., , ••. , .... ~ Ctt;.f-. G-., c..s. 1.' QlflU2. 
~a . 
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though an. important issue, was not the only, 
or .perhaps FY«in the most important, problem 
to be faced, as we can now see, so far as the 
majority of countries are concerned. For the 
countries with the most deJ'reciated currencies 
such a IItep was not in any case possible j for 
countries with the less depreciated currencies the 
problem was at first exaggerated by the confusion 
between the return to a pre-war parity with gold 
and the return to pre-war prices. So long as it 

'was assumed that'the first step involved tlte second 
also, naturajJy the magnitude of the problem was 
likely to deter any efforts to return to the pre-war 
par. But, by the time it was recognised that so 
long as the Umted States dollar remained depre-, 
ciated in terms of goods, the restoration of pre-war 
parity meant in fact an assimilation of local 
prices to American ones, the march of theory had 
also revealed the fact that the problem of stabilisa
tion involved an iasue much more subtle than the 
absolute degree of depreciation in . the rates of 
exchange, and the division of countries with 
depreciated currencies into two groups, those 
slightly and those consi~erably depreciated. The 
line of division which begah to be drawn was 
between countries with overvalued, and exchanges 
with undervalued, currencies, the basis of com
parison being wholesale prices: the problem 
ha,d been debated between Professor Cassel, • 
Dr. Van Dorp,' Pr<iessor Pigou' and others 

• 
1 Ell. IfIWffIII. XXVI.. IIarcb and September; XXVlD., Deoaber. XXIX .. 

December, • 
• Be. If1Wff41. XXIX .. December ,.XXX;. Sept;ember. 
, &. 1-' XXX. Docombar. 
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before the worst excesses of inflation had been 
committed. It was these which gave still anothJ:r 
twist to discussion of exchange problems, be
cause interest in the deviations in the actual 
exchange from the .. purchasing power parity" 
in terms of wholesale I2rices, gave way to P1obl~ms 
concerning the adoption of a stabilisation ratio: 
a choice could be made, it was soon discovered, 
between the extental and the ;II/ental value of the 
currency. If the external value were lower than 
the intern1ll value-if, that is, hbme prices con
verted into gold or dollars at the current rate of 
exchange were lesS'> than world gold prices-
stabilisation at the external value, so far from 
'tmplying deflation, implied further inflation; 
if domestic prices, coriverted into gold or dollars 
at current rates of exchange, were higher Lhan 
",'Orld prices, the degree of price reduction 
involved was the difference between the world 
price-level and the local price-level plus any 
further deflation required to· raise the actual rate 
of exchange itself by a given amount. Since the 
possibility of deviation between internal and 
external parity was preseQt both in the case of 
countries with slightly and those with consider
ably depreciated currencies, in all cases the 
question arose, which is better, stabilisation at the 
higher or at the lower value of the currency? 
The pra";cal alternatives are: (I) /M choice of lin 
Cllrrt"/ rdle of IX,"a"!t, wltich is equivalent to 
st.lbilisation at the higher value Gf the currency 
if the exchange overvalues the currency relatively 
to its domestic buying pow"er and is equiv-.uent 
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to stabilisation at the lower value of the' currency 
if the exchange undervalues the currency re
latively to its domestic buying power; (2) the 
,hoice oj all altentali'lle rate, which will be higher 
than the existing .rate if tht actual rate under
values the currency, and which will be lower than 
the existing rate if. the latter overvalues the 
currency. 

§ 3 
The first scientific attempt to work out a 

stabilisation scheme for a country suffering from 
post-war depreciation was that of the Berlin 
Experts Committee of November, 1922.' At 
that time in Berlin the dollar rate was 7,000 
marfs. Messrs. Brand, Cassel,]enks and Keynes, 
the Majority Commissioners, opted for a stabilisa
tion rate based on the higher internal purchasing 
power of the mark, on the ground that .. the 
recent great collapse is mainly due to a failure of 
confidence, and if the measures indicated . • • 
are taken, a great improvement might occur 
immediately.'" But when the Austrian, German 
and Hungarian currencies came to be definitely 
stabilised between 1922 and 1924 the stabilisation 
rate adopted was the current rate of exchange, 
which was in all these cases the lower value of the 
currency. When the Swedish currency was 
stabilised in 1924 and the British currency 
stabilised in W2S, the rate, already near par, 
'~Ur ~ Fi ....................... ... ,....,., . .e.uo: 

AUlwUtigOI Amt, lllj2 . 
• ae_ cited, p. u. 
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was allowed to rise to par. But the important 
poin t was the fact that, whether at 'Or near par, 
the actual rate r~presented the higher of the 
two values of the currency. . 

Which policy ou~ht to be adopted? Since 
either policy may involve difficulties, it might be 
argued that stabilisation should never be 
attempted unless the internal and external values 
of the curn:ncy have coincided over a consider
able period of time. But it is exceedingly ques
tionable whether the two values will in fact 
correspond closely for 10ng periods of time. The 
two values will not correspond without stabilisa
tion: but stabilisation is held to be impossible 
without coincidence. It is true that forces are 
constantly at work tending to bring about coin
cidence: on this fundamental fact rests the wbole 
theory of purchasing power parity. ' But since
apart from quasi-permanent influences which 
may be held to effect lastin~ deviations-the rate 
of exchange is an expressIOn of the monetsry 
policy not of one area but of two, even a stable 
price policy in the country which desires to 
stabilise its rate of exchange may still produce 
deviations in the rate owing to coincident changes 
in the other country, tending either to' over- or 
undervaluation. Further, the stabilisation policy 
itself is a factor in the situation: a declaration 
that a country intends to stabilise will cause 
movements even if the stabilisation rate is not 
yet definitely announced, whilst the declaration 
that a country does .DI intend to stabilise would 
also cause movements ill the' rate. In practice, 
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moreover, the facts of the situation are never 
exactly known at the time: the calculation of 
deviations, on whatever basis it may be made, is 
always an e~ post facto event. There may at 
different periods be a greater or smaller deviation, 
and at times no deviation at all, but in practice 
the choice between the higher and the lower 
value of the currency has usually to be made. 

§ "" 
But how measure the deviations between ex

ternal and internal value: how determine 
whethei- the country has a higher purchasing 
power inside or outside the country ~ Earlier 
diseussions concerned themselves primarily with 
deviations between actual rates of exchange and 
.. calculated" rates, using whoU!sale prices to 
establish the degree of deviatio&l. This practice 
first began to be improved upon when the serious 
fall of the German mark gave rise to the problem 
of .. export bounties" based on the non-adjust
ment of German wages to the fall in the dollar 
value of the mark.' "The significance of the· 
non-uniformity in the movement of diff'erent 
prices to the doctrine of pllrchasing power parity 
was emphasised by Mr. Kernes in his Monetary 
Reform. And, lastly, it IS Mr. Keynes who, 
particularly, has emphasised the importance of 
non-uniformity of price movements" the doctrine 

I 8.8. the OOt:Iduding 'pangnpba of the ctlaptar •• llIv1atlooll from Pun::huIn, 
Power Parity to in Cauel'. MIJ1Vy ..,. Fomp E'""C.!:;t:; 1814: 1112J, p_ 141 
ellOq., eep, pp. laO-ln. See aDo the U.S.A. Tarift on Report of Ih2 OQ 

D~ E~ ""'/~ r,... wben GOM of UvUlI ~ "', __ 
CQ haw bOIIl emplo,..a. lip. p. AtS at "', .. 
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of stahi/isatioll, J;articularly as regards the degree 
of adjustment which is necessary or which hall been 
attained at a given moment, and· also as regards 
the expediency of partiCl4/ar modes of stabilisation. 

The argument is that an index-number of 
wholesale prices throws no light upon the degree 
of adjustment which is necessary because" such 
an index-number is largely made up of un
sheltered prices, which are necessarily, whatever 
happens, • nearly the same ". in all countries: 
and must be the same in the case of true inter
national commoditiClt such as .. cotton, copper 
an d export grades of coal. ", 

This is true enough: though of coUrse it does 
not follow that the process of adjustment does 
not involve loss or gam, e.g., in the case of stocks 
which have to be revalued when the exchange 
alters. Nor it it easy to find examples of prices, . 
significant for tbc problem of stabilisation, which 
are independent of movements in prices which 
lire affectod by chan~es in wholesale prices. The 
cost of living certainly is not, considering that 
food enters into tM British cost of li.ing index 
to the extent of 60%; and that textile prices 
and the price of new houses are all affected by 
the cost of im~rts. So far as wagea are governed 
by cost of hving indices, they vay indirectly 
with the prices at wholesale articles: in so far as 
wages are not directly governed ·by cost of living 
figures, they at least are affected bf the demand 
for labour, and, consequently, are Ulfluenced by 
~l!:.·~~.~';=IO~~~~l";""adN'C tis 

• Op. eft. .. .,.. .. Po ... 
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the state of employment in industries directly 
under the influence of international competition. 
Since all prices art; ultimately a function, of 
monetary policy, the prices of goods and services 
of all groups must tend to rise and fall together. 
Hence the degree of divergence' between the 
internal and external value can"ot be indefinitely 
great: hence the extent to which particular 
indices of price are evidence of malacUustment is 
only one of degree: hence, also, the exte~t to which 
maladjustment exists is always a subject of dispute. 

But the evidence which can be used to prove 
existence of maladjustment is a much less import
ant matter than the manner jn which adjustment 
can be brought about if there is maladjustment. 

§s 
Ther!l are, as we know, two poss1ble solutions; 

each involves the possibility of, trouble. When 
stabilisation is effected on the basis of the higher 
value of the currency, the trouble takes the form 
of an adjuSlme1ll crisis. }Vhen, on the contrary, 
stabilisatidn is effected on tHe basis of the lower 
value of the currency, there may be no immediate 
difficulties, but a somewhat more distant crisis 
appears, whidJ. we mar call a slabilisalioll crisis. 
Great Britaik is passmg through the troubles 
"associated with an adjustment crisis, Germany 
through those connected with' a stabilisation 
crisis. The specific phases are examined later: 
the general problems here. 

When the higher value of the currency is 
adopted as the basis of stabilisation, the magnitude 
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of the problem to be faced varies with the extent 
of the divergence of the two values, and the 
elasticity of the .. factors of production." In the 
trades directly associated with exports, prices in 
terms of worlq currency mean a smaller return in 
the local currency. Meanwhile all expenses in 
terms of the local currency remain what they were. 
How will adjustment be made?· If wages in the 
exporting industries remain fixed, if there is no 
possibility that depression in these trades will 
lower supply prices in other industries, if, in 
spite ·of. the fact that wages and prices in other 
industries are not directly affected, labour cannot 
be transferred and ,y competition reduce wage 
rates, and by increasing supply, reduce· supply 
prices, if there is no reduction m the cost of living, 
or, if there iJ.,. reduction, it is not allowed to 
affect wage rates; if, in other words, we assume 
a ri~d, water-tight or!f'lllisation of labour, a 
quasl-monopolisfic organisation of industry, there 
will be no speedy adjustment. Under such 
conditions real wage$ i14 the .. sheltere~ .. trades 
will rise, unemployment will increase, exports 
will fall oli' and unports will increase. If, at the 
same time, the working classes are lold that the 
object which the standardisation is Jntended to 
attain" is an essential eI1I.blem and Idol of those 
wbo sit in the top tier of the machine,'" tbat 
these Great Ones are .. immensely rasb in their 
regardlessness, in their vague optimism and 
comfortable belief that nothing really serious ever 
bappens,'" that .. wages should be fixed as to 

I K.".. .,...., Co"= __ r. f/ .II,. ~ pp. ..... 135 -- • 
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what is • fair' and • reasonable' as between 
classes,'" but no indicatidh is given as to how this 
standard of fairness and reasonableness is to be 
transmuted into actual wage rates and earnings, 
the psychological conditions will ,be created for 
reinforcing the natural dislike to a reduction of 
money wages by the appeal which .. ignorance 
and prejudice" can make' when they are lent the 
assistance of great names, and the transition will be 
made socially as well as economically more difficult. 

What is the credit policy which should accom
pany stabilisation at the higher value ofa currency? 

What is wanted is a lower level of pric6s(. If 
the Central Bank does nothing at all and simply 
allows ~ld to flow out, or, vYhat comes to the same 
thing, allows its stock of foreign currency to fall 
off, that in itself causes a lower level of. prices, 
because currency is cancelled in order to obtain 
gold or '.' exchange for export purposes. Such 
reduction, direct or indirect, in the volume of 
currency leads to higher money rates and then to 
a higher official rate of discount. If the Central 

,Bank ret>la~s its casS reserves by additional 
securities, it prevents the efflux of gold -or the 
reduction of reserves of foreign exchange from 
working out their own cure. Since a given 
absolute reduction in r.erves means a more than 
proportionate reduction in reserve ratios, it 

, follows that if the absolute size of the reserve is 
small, and the ratio also is small, that the Central 
Bank will try to anlicipale the ultimate effect of 

I Op.. Gilt pp. II ..... 
• Mr. KeYl* 011 the 11M tnade by the popular ~ 01 Sir W. ~'. ~. 

daaual AddnIaI at U1e Bntah " .... ;.&10'.,. 19:.:3. &. JOM"', XXKUL, p. nt. 
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reductions in reserves, either by selling securities, 
which will cause mone1' rates and ultimately its 
own official rate to rise, if the demand for credit 
continues, or by putting up Bank rate at once. 

Whichever r\>licy !he Bank adopts it is sure to 
be criticised. )f it simply allows its reserve to fall, 
it runs the risk-greater or less according to the 
circumstances of the case-of creating alarm in the 
Money Market, and, since money rates will certainly 
rise as the gold leaves, will incur ultimately all 
the ttnpopularity associated "'ith de~ money. 
If it'-~\sists on deat' money at ence, it probably 
achie-les its end more quickly, but runs the risk that 
public opinion will deteat its policy on the ground 
that it is pursuin~ a deservedly hateful '''policy, 
viz. the temporary mtensification of unemployment. 

The conclusion would, therefore, seem to be 
that the more inelastic the organisation of labour, 
the more the divergence of the inte,nal and 
external value, the greater the possible loss of 
reserves, the higher the likely rise in money rates, 
the more intense the temporary volume of unem
ployment, the greater the social unrest likely to be 
generated, the more attractive immediately the alter
native policy of stabilising at the 19wer value of 
the currency. To the effects of this 'II'e now turn. 

§ 5 
'When the lower value of the currency is its 

external value, internal prices must be allowed to 
rise until they reach a level at which they equilib
rate wtth external prices at the stabilisation rate 
adopted. The greater the divergence between the 
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two values of the currency, the lower the gold 
value of wages I\Ild cost of living inside the 
country, the greater the internal rise of prices 
will have to be and, therefore, we greater the 
encouragement to the "productive" classes. 
For the time, at any rate, the path of virtue is 
strewn with roses: employment improves, real 
and nominal wages rise, the volume of trade 
expands, the chance of larger profits attracts 
foreign capital jIIId the higher prices attract 
imports, which the foreign loans help to finance.' 

When the lower value of the currency, is its 
internal value, the stabilisation rate chosen will 
be lower than ruling rates Q{ exchange. ~nticipa
tion vim no doubt drive the rate down even 
before the definite stabilisation rate is decided 
upon: if speculation overdoes its bear raid, it 
may even force a still lower rate than the one 
originally decided upon. Thefall in the exchange 
will for the time being check imports and stimulate 
exports, will thus cause a boom in the export 
trades, and may lead to a demand for greater 
credits from the banking system, an expansion of 
currency and an increase of employment. The 
greater the' previous divergence, the greater 
therefore the fall in exchange rates, the greater 
the stimulus to emplo)1!nent and the greater the 
optimistic mood engendered. 

But the real crisis is yet to come. The" hate
ful necessity" for damping down the rate of 
expansion must be faced. If the Central Bank 

'" 
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attempts to interfere before final adjustment is 
reached, it will not indeed commit itself to the 
.. deservedly hateful .. policy of accentuating de
pression: it will only enrage the business classes 
by checking. temporary boom. Nevertheless, 
it ",1IS1 intervene at some stage. If it does not, 
then sooner or later. internal and external prices 
will be out of touch again, gold Bows out and 
reserves of foreign exchange fall, Bank rate or 
open-market policy will have to be utilised and 
deBation practised, afler the levels are out of 
touch)nstead of at the point when they threaten 
to get out of touch. The alternative is to abandon 
exchange stabilisation ~together and to .. concen
trate' on stability of internal prices," leaving the 
exchange to look after itself. 

This policy-which is Mr. Keynes'-assumes 
that on the side of the foreign exchanges, the 
adjustment of the exchanges to the internal and 
external price-levels is sufficiently swift and 
automatic as not to give rise too frequently and 
to a too significant extent to the phenomenon of 
over- o~ undervaluation. Since a Buctuating 
exchange involves the possibility of speculative 
exploitation, an element of uncertainty not 
connected with the movement of prices neces
sarily arises. The extent'~o which exchanges do 
respond '1"icH} is a question of fact. But the 
difficulties of the policy recommended lie in the 
techniqoe of internal stabilisation, and, whatever 
may be ~aid of the possibilities of the future, it 
is at l<lI\st clear that the choice of the level upon 
which to stabilise is a matter of great complerity. 
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If any level other thaq. the price-level at the 
moment of initiating the process of stabilisation 
is chosen, there must necessarily be inflation or 
deflation, and even if the existing price-level is 
adopted, it must be prevented from rising (there 
is no' need to worry about the steps necessary 
to prevent it falling). It is not by any means 
obvious that the process of stabilisation would 
not at 'times result in the volume of unemploy-
ment temporarily increasing. , 

Opinion, it is known, find$ bear speculation 
more odious than bull speculation. F aIlin!J. prices 
are, in, other words, unpopular, whatever their 
ultimate social consequences may be. It is, 
therefore, other, things equal, more expedient to 
stabilise on the basis of the lower value of the 
currency, because this does not involve faIling 
prices, unemployment and, with. these, the 
unpopularity of the end it i~ desired to achieve. 
And if the only question which has to be con
sidered is the dIrect question of expediency, 
expediency should carry the day. Whether, In 
the case of this country, there is anything to be 
said fot: adopting the pre-war parity is a point 
upon which something must be said below. 
What should be clear from the above is that so 
long as there is, at the,C'moment of stabilisation, a 
diver~ence between internal and external values, 
stabilIsation .involves the choice between an 
immediate and a more remote shock, the 
magnitude of which will vary with the degree of 
divergence, the elasticity of industrial organisation 
and the skill and visi~n of the monetary authorities. 
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SOME RECENT' CAsES 0)' STABILISATION 

§ I 

It makes very little difference from the economic 
point of view, though a good deal from the 
practical, whether formal stabilisation takes place 
after or before the adjustment of internal and 
external prices has been made. Permanent 
stabilisation is impossible without adjustment: 
but if the adjustment takes place in order that 
stabilisation may come about, and the formal 
inauguration of a fixed parity is then delayed, any 
difficulties which may anse are not directly 
attributed' by public opinion to the return to a 
fixed parity of exchange. If adjustment takes 
place aftn- the formal return to a fixed parity, 
the odium which may attach to the methods 
employ~ is carried over to the end to be attained. 
And thus the return to gold may be acclaimed as 
an act or statesmanship in one country and may be 
denounced as an act of folly in another, sim~~ 
because in the one case the return to gold 
preceded, in the other case has been preceded by, 
the difficulties due to the methods adopted. So 
in Holland and in Sweden the worst was over 
before gold parity was restored: in Germany 
a suffident mterval of time elapsed between 
stabilisation and crisis to subdue any inclination 

IS • 
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(had there not in any case been the previous 
experiences of inflation tO'deaden opposItion) to 
tamper with the new basis of the currency. In 
this country the unpopularity of the gold standard, 
in so far as it is unpopular, is due to the fact that 
stabilisation preceded adjustment. In the Latin 
countries public opinion is still in that state of 
indecision when it dislikes the present and fears 
the future. In Denmark and in Norway the 
actual basis of stabilisation is being modified by 
the experiences through which these countries 
have been passing. 

§ 2 

The world situation in which the British 
experiment has been proceeding is not an easy 
one to describe. For though the course of 
production, the state of em ployment a;a the level 
of interest rates are all affected by the temporary 
circumstances of inflation, deflation or stabilisa
tion in particular areas, they are also affected by 
the gradual restoration of productive ppacity 
after the war, the growing pacification of public 
opinion due to the gradual settlement of the out
standing political problems of the period, by the 
growth of population, the relative bargaining 
power of the agricultural classes and the like. 
On the whole these latter factors make for in
creased production: inflation stimulates produc
tion at the same time that it makes for future 
impoverishment: deflation and stabilisation crises 
alike make for diminished productivity at the 
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moment. The German Imperial Statistical Office 
and the Institut fur Konjunkturforschung, issuing 
their first survey on the .. World economic 
position at the end of 1925,'" describe the year 
192$.as one of sta~~tion. They summarise the 
pOSitIOn as follows: The year 1924 restored the 
economic solidarity of the Central and West 
European countries and, for the first time since 
the outbreak of the war, brought about in the 
second half of the year definite connections in the 
course of the world trade crcle. In the year 
1925 the uniformity of the International trade 
cycle continued and was consciously apprehended, 
especially in the co-operation of' leading central 
banks ••.• But whereas in the previous year 
the growing international solidarity was mani
fested in the expansionist tendency in the 
various countries associated internationally, this 
improvem~nt at the turn of the year almost every
where came to an end, and was displaced by a 
stagnation which became more marked month by 
month. This change in the world situation was 
marked by a general fall in the world level of 
prices, a decline in trade turnover and ill the 
demand for credit, _ growing unemployment in 
Western and Eastern Europe and in a portion of 
the Overseas Areas. The decline in European 
coal production and a universal regression in the 
world trade in Coal, finally the difficult position of 
the world trade in Iron and Steel and in portions of 
the Textile Industry, express the same tendency." 
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§ 3 

The question is, however, .. whether the 
uniformity of the development is perhaps merely 
the casual result of the interaction of quite 
independent factors 1 .. , The German report 
believes that such proximate general factors were 
the exchange-dumping of the heavy industries 
in countries with depreciated currencies, the bad 
European harvests which did nat, owing to falling 
yield, increase the real purchasing power of the 
peasant class very appreciably,· and. the decline in 
Arnhican capital exports which checked the 
.. artificial" boom in European industry.' 

The ultimate cause of the stagnation the Report 
finds in the continuing, even intensified, dis
equilibrium between European productiye capacity 
and the power and willingness of the world 
market to absorb European products, that is, in a 
decline in Europe's share of world trade. A 
later report of the same authority brings figures 
to show that, in comparison with 1913. the trade 
of the- main European eountries (basis Board of 
Trade index number) was:' • 

192 .. 4 

Imports . . 80.1 
Exportl .. 76.0 
Total 7~L:z 

1 Cp. cit., p. to • 

1925. 
Imports .. 86" 
Exports . . So.5 
Total .. 83,8 

• Thus in Gennlll'l, • SOt to .0':: lnereue In the purebllSlnt po ...... of II4fricultural 
products only Lncrea.eed tM purcbaswc power of a.&nclliturs by i().4 10 U.~. 
Op. 1' • .Jt., Jl. la, 

a Op. cit., p. 12. 
4The oount:rft!l, inrllldf!d to tbiJ comT'utaUoa A.ft!: 8f!1KI11nl. ~. Grrat 

BnlAlD, lI.a.!y, l-I"lJaud, S"",jeo, Sw,t,uriand. II'Nnft/Mnltljr..." Kcmj_lItw· 
jrm~. liJt1, HIP I., P. IH. 
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§ .... 
To go further into this side of the problem would 

be to turn away from the main purpose. The 
German analysis is, ilt any rate, a useful reminder of 
the fact that, in addition to the monetary factors at 
work, there are others less 011 the surface and more 
slow-moving in their effects. One feature of the 
last lear and· a half, however, is so interesting in 
itsel , and' so indicative of the re-emergence of world 
equilibrium, that it deserves a passing word. This 
is the growing tendency towards a more uniform 
level of interest rates in the world's money markets.' 

If the world's price-level, in term~ of ~01d, 
were absolutely stable over time, the relative 
height of interest rates would mark only the 
relative urgencr for short period supplies of 
funds. Countries with the larger margin of 
current production over current consumption 
would have low rates of interest: those with 
smaH margins would· have higher rates of interest: 
rates at least so much higher as to attract funds 
from other countries. Under such conditions 
the real rate of return ~ould not be everywhere 
the same, but increasing productivity allover 
the world would drive the whole system of rates' 
downwards. The margin between the rates 
would widen or contract, partly with the relative 
volume of current savings m each part of the area 
and partly with the rapidity with which loans 
were placed at the disposal of the areas with the 

, d r___. Jll1IIIWy . . 1'11_. tne : n.-I ~ ......".. iT..., .... ; Qaanet, 
Repo.)f'- £'1 d _ ... A. C f .. t ! JNI. lUi' I ...... a-- .... ..,...,. it..... _. _. , 
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higher rates. The more the margin over current 
consumption in the less favoured areas expanded 
relatively to the more favoured, and the quicker the 
trarisfer of current balances, the less the margins 
would be between interest rates in particular centres. 

§ 5 
The post-war world lacks the simplicity of this 

imaginary world. Money rates actually in force 
in Europe are an expression partIy of the laCK of 
adaptation of money rates to the real position of 
prices: partIy of a conscious attempt to attract 
funds: partIy of the .. Bight of capital .. t# areas 
with-stable currencies: partIy of an attempt to 
control the price-level: finally, an" expression of 
real productivity. The closer approximation of 
nominal intere~ rates therefore In part conceals 
a disequilibrium of .. real .. rates: where prices 
are falling .. real .. rates are rising; where prices 
are rising .. real" rates are faIling. Thus if 
!Jotn money rates are rising and prices are falling, 
as in this country, the disequilibnum with France, 
where money rates are rising less fast than prices, 
is increasing. In GermaJlY the fall in the price
level is causing the fall in the real interest rate 
(considerable as it is) to be less than the fall in 
the nominal t'at.~.in this country the fall in prices 
accentuates the rise in money rates.' 

0. .. 

Jan .• 1925 
Jan" 1926 
June. 1926 
(BerliD. May) 

J .82 8 •• 100 100 171 '41 100 100 . ~ "",1m ~I""'I'" L1"I~1 Ldll.l·~ 
4.866.3 "7 7S 151 14' 14' 18 
4·'7 4·7 "' 56 '46 136 '3' 60 
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§ 6 

. Nevertheless, the restoration of stable currencies 
means that over the greater part of Europe and 
the world the wholesale· price-index cannot be 
widely different in different countries so long as 
the indices are constructed on the same basis. 
This being so, the gradual approximation of 
interest rates, apart from countries where inflation 
is still ap. acute factor of the situation, are indicative 
of the underlying economic situation to some 
consid'erable extent, though the factor of mone~ry 
policy is still ~ disturbing factor to be taken'mto 
account. 

The tables which follow show that the money 
markets can be divided into four groups: 

(I) A group. including Zurich, Amsterdam 
and New Yo#k, with low money rates, the 
tendency of the rates being to fall still lower. 

(2) A group of inflationist areas where money 
rates are obVIOusly out of touch with the move.
ments of the price-level. 

(3) A group-Germany, Austria, Czecho
Slov-oikia and others-with high rates falling 
sharply. " 

(.) A fourth money market, namely the British, 
in which, in contradistinction te the others, rates 
have been rising, and which ·is intermediate 
between the first group and t~e third, 

This position of interest rates is what, on the 
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whol&, one would expect. Even if one knew 
nothing of the monetary policy being pursued by 
particular authorities, one would be Inclined to 
sa:fthat the European neutrals and the U.S.A. 
would tend to have the lowest rates, that rates in 
Great Britain would be higher but not so high as 
in Central Europe, whilst the final equilibrium 
rate in France would be nearer to the British, and 
that of Italy nearer to the German-Austrian, the 
position of the Belgian rate again being inter
mediate between the French and German. 

It is not yet clear that the present tendency to. 
uniformity will maintain itself, at any rate quite 
or!' the/resent lines. Once British prices have 
adjuste themselves to the wol-Id level, the 
tendency will be for British rates to fall: whilst 
industrial recovery in Germany is likely to make 
German rates rise. Stabilisation in the Latin 
countries is likely to affect Swiss and Dutch rates 
in an upward direction, since balaaces will tend to 
be withdrawn from these centres. 



,~:k. P.ate for Bank of Ne .... "'OJ1r. Lm:doc 0Y"eI' or ............ lfuket ~t """"'-"" 
E_ 

0diciaI uud«N81I'YOriI 
01 [1.,.,. ..... Wt RliI1e' w. N~ YeA' Ie o~ w.a.n.rt I 0"",",, ..... Db""",,, ""'" I+)or (-) 

1~:l4 

lanUary .. 3·29 ., 125 4. 10 4 d -0.8 

'ebruary .. 3.64 • ..09 • .. -0·4 
Marr:h · . 3· W 4. US 4·09 4 .. -0·9 
April .. 3. 1 (,1 • 4.0 7 4 d -0·9 
May .. 3.00 3·375 3. 29 4 4t -0·4 
June •• · . ..96 2.25-2.37' loo 13 4 4-3. +0·1 
July .• .. ... 56 2"' 2.30 4 3t +1.6 

AURa'lt .. 3.8• 2 2.25 4 3t-3 +1.8 
Sr.pt oro '- .. '·79 2.2, 2.Z1 • 3 • +1.5 
October .. 3.70 2.21 :Z.14 4 3 +1.5 
Not'fmlo. .. 3·7' 2.2.5 2·30 .( 3 +1·5 
D8Cf::;mUar .. 3.68 •. M75 2·77 4 3 + •. 8 

I92S 
January · . 3·S. 3 3 4 3 +0.8 
Fehruary .. 3·77 3-3'''5 J.IO 4 3-3. +0.8 
Marr:b .. 4.50 3. 2 5 3. IS 5 3t +1.3 
April .. .. 4. 29 3. 2 5 3. 10 5 3t +[.0 

May .. 4'6<, 3. 12.5 3. 10 5 3t +1.5 
june .. .. 4·4' 3·12.5 3. 13 5 3t +1·3 

uly .• .. 4·43 3. 12 .5 3.0 8 5 3t +1.3 
AURUM .. 4.02 3. 12.5 3·09 .. 3t +0·9 
Set' ILem her .. 3·79 3·50 3.3 ' 4l 3i +0·3 
O(:tt,lJar .. 3 .... 2 3.50 3.30 4 3t +0.1 .' 
:November' .. 3·90 3·';0 3.31 4 3. +0', 
Der..ember .. 4·7' 3.50 3.31 5 31 +1.2 . --_. 

I fi .. f • .J k....-~ kepnrt, 1~ p. Ii i FeIiaraJ a.... Board R.pc,rt, lUU, p. ,u. 
r FederaJ liu«'vo: w.>Ud r.:.8J'I->rt, 1 ~::.. p. 2!ii. 



AMSTERDAM 
Last ... dayof Private DiBoount O/!Iclal aa .. 

1923 
, 

%' %. 
January .. 31--3. (last week of month) 4 
February .. 3i-3t .. 4 
March .. 21--31 .. 4 
April .. 3! " • May .. 3HI ., 4 
June · . 3! .. • July .. 3~1 •• • August .. 2 r' ., • September •• 3i-3t .. 4 
October .. .1 .. 4 
November •• 3H .. 4 
December •• 4ht .. 41 

1924 
January · . 41 (last day of month) 5 
February .. 4i .. 5 
March · . 5 .. 5 
April · . S .. S 
May .. 3' .. • 5 

fUDe · . 31 ,. s 
uly · . .f .. 5 

" August .. ' :1 .. 5 
September •• .. , 
October · . 4 .. 5 
November •• 4f .. 5 
December •• 3! .. •• 1925 
January .. •• " • February · . Ii " • MaICh .. ~f " 4 
April .. " 4 
May .. 31 " • 
June .. •• " • uly · . 3* .. • August · . 4 " • September .• 31 " 4 
OelOber .. 3* " 31 
November •• H " 3' 
December •• 3' " 3' 

1'92-6 
January .. 3m -I 

}, 
31 

I· February .. -. 2 31 
MaICh .. 3 ~t 3' 
April .. 31 31 
May .. 3 ·f 31 
June .. 3 -ll 3' 

1 1995 flgllte'l from IUppJeuumt to Wjl'tali'lfclwJltlf~·",,_f lil'f:.Q". Or-lobe Iliff, t. 3. 
101. figutN from wpplemenl to Wdt..t.mtlw/llt(;/utJ .... ,·,.w, ~llrlI.lil2~ til. ~:.I;; 
tifunIe from ~Icment to Wdla1t~u.c_ .crdlW, Apt(. U!!6. p. 

• From. Ftod RoIcrve Bu11eUu. 
• AlWU4t la-18th. (l'iom .... llaolbl ......... 01 ... • :a~:!..b.nd Icn.at fi«ttC!II dudlt& mootb.. Rot ..... __ .) 



I.-t da, CIt De, CO"' Pd ..... DbooaDt OIIcIaI Rat. 

192 3 %' %' %' '%' 
ianuary .. 11-10% 12 

ebruary · . 9-111% I. 
March 9-11% . n · . 
April · . 1:>-15% 18 
May ... 14-18% 18 June · . 13-16% 18 

u1y · . 13-11%6 18 
R/1J4 pw 
dar 

Augoat .. ·rll% 30 
September •• Irz% 90 
October .. '-5% 108 
November .; 5% 108 
December •• r l % 10' 

1924 
lanuary · . 87·6 t pw"';l/0 10 

ebruary · . 34·9 I » 10 
March · . . 33. 1 • » 10 
Aril · . 45'i II-II u 10 ~y · . 27· H » 10 )un8 · . 22.6 

~ .. 
10 

uly • 16.8 10 .. N 

Ausust 11·1 .. 10 
September .• 14'9 .. 10 
October · . 14·1 .. 10 
Novem.ber •• 13·0 

11-13%' 
10 

December •• 11.1 g •• 10 
Ig2, 
~&Duary .. to.o 9-12% 8·3 10 

ebruary · . 10.6 9-11% 8.0 9 
Marcb · . 9·0 9-11% 8.0 8 9 April · . B'a II-lIi% B.o 8 9 May · . 8. 8rlo Y. 8.0 7i-8 9 

I:::'re · . 8.8 10011i% 7.8 71-71 9 · . g., 9-ll~ 7·9 ~kl 9 
August .. g.o 8t::IO 7·7 9 
Septomber •• 8,9 10 u% 7·' 1 -'1t 9 October ••• 9'4 9-1I~ 7.1 7-'1 9 
November •• 8., 9-11 6.8 6. 9 
December •• 8 •• 9-11 6.8 61 9 19>6 
lanuuy .. 7·1 6·3 8 

ebruary · . 6.0 '·5 8 
March · . "7 5·0 7 April " 4·6 4·9 7 May .. \7 
l1t'l iI\INI.!rom IU~. 10 W~ ....... A, ...... ~. 11M., t s. 

1ht ~mw ... ~, .. w,.,..,...~ .. ".., April" lnA.p.&. .. 
~ men ~t b) K'~4ot!ti~ .<t~, April, t~, p.. l-

I Fmm J.ft ................ K ... ,..., J " (lid," 11.,1. ... ... 
• fn.\Q'I FtdIraI R ____ ~ 
• MlddkI WI mootb. 
I A,...,. tab!. tar tbe,... 
• N .. n.. CID a..--.n; ad.e.blt....-y-.-. 

Cs 



BRUSSELS 
Last day of PriVate Dbcotmt OtoclaI Rate 

1923 %' %' 
January . . 5. 5 • 
February .. 5. 5 • 
Marc" .. 5. 5 • 
April .. 5. 5 • 
May .. 5 • 5. 
june .. 5 5. 
uly .. S 5. 

August •• S 5. 
September . . 5 5. 
October .. 51 S • 
November ., 5' 5. 

iDecember .• 51 5. 
1924 

January .. • ~t 5. 
February . . 5 • 
March .. 5 • 5. 
April .. 5 • 5. 
May .. 5 • 5. 
June .. 5 • 

o1y .. 5' 5 • 
August - .. 51 5. 
September .. 51 5. 
October .. 5' 5. 
November .. 5' 5. 
December .. 5. 5' 

1925 
January .. 5' 5 • 

.k;;;,ary 
.. 5' U .. 5' 5' 

April .. 5' 5 • 
May .. ~t 5. 
JUlle .. ~t o1y .. 5 • 
August .. 5,\0 S. 
September •• 5. 5. 
October .. 5' 5 • 
November .. 6f 1 
December •• 7 

1926 
January .. 1 
February .. 1 
March .. 7 • 
April .. 7 
May .. 1 

11821 ligures from IIlpplemeat tID W.,..,. ... ~ AniRP, October, 1m, Po I. 
19M and leU. ~ Clv", bJ lUI Loodoa BIMda 011 t.be Bdaiao Bao.k tDr Fonip 
(ommoroe. 

a From tba Federal a-", BWJeti,a. 

34 



MILAN 
Lut day of Private DilOOUD\ Official Rate 

1913 %1 %t 
JlUluary .. 5. .'il 
Februs.ry .. 

II 
~t Ma.rch .. 

A )rij .. 5' 1.(ay . sl .. 
June .. sl 

uly .. , 
s, 

August 5' sl 
September .• ;t s. 
Octobcrr •• 5' Novemtfbr •• ;t sl 
December •• S. 

1924 
sl ~anuary · . n ebrua.ry .. ;t Ma.r<:h .. 

April .. sl sl 
May .. ;1 5' June · . sl 

uly · . ;1 s. 
August .. S. 
September .• S. s. 
Octoher S. sl 
November .• sf 5' December .• sf s, 

1913 
sf lanUA" .. 

n <ebnuuy .. S • 
/d"",h .. 6 
Apnl .. 6 
May .. 

n 
6 June · . 1 

uly .. 7 
AURUst'· 1 
September .• :t 1 
Oclot- 7 
NO\"'ember •• 8, 7 
December .. 8, 1 

19.1.6 
lanuuy · . 1 
'.bruary .. 7 

M"",h .. 7 
Apnl .. 1 
~t\y .. 7 

Illin b«t11l'N 1n1lll au~t ... ~ K·~~ ... -4" .... October, IIM..~'" 
ll/lH ~1'ftI ""m ~lP.~' 10,) "·~'rlwtl'~ A~ ~ lbl, P. a. 11116 
1!tI\1f'O;JS. {l\11l1 !/oUJ!i.'IllJ"tU«lt to II·.M~ ......... ~ J\pnl" U:i6. p, a.. 

• f'lf(\II\ feo.!IIRl R---... 8u1l~ua. 



PARIS 
Last day of Private DilCOunt Official Rate 

1923 %' %-
January "" 41 5 
February " " 4t 5 
March " " 41 5 
April "" 4t 5 
May " " :1 5 
June "" 5 
July "" 4t 5 
August "" 4i 5 
September .. 4f 5 
October " " 41 5 
November ~. 4i 5 
December .• 41 S 

1924 
January " " 5 6 
February "" S 6 
Marcb " " 6 6 
April "" 51 6 
May · . 51 6 
June · . 51 6 

uly • · . n 
6 

August · . 6 
September •• 6 
October 6 

. November •• ' sl 6 
December •• 61 7 

1925 
January .. 61 f 
February .. 61 7 
March · . 61 7' 
April " . 61 7 
May · . 61 1 
June · . 6 7 

uly · " 51 6 
Auguot ~t 

6 
September •• 6 
October · . 41 6 
November .. 4i 6 
December •• •• 6 

1926 
January · . 6 
February · " 6 
March .. 6 
April · . 6 
Mal' " . 6 

llltS flguns from III~' to W~= Arc_, Octoberi IjU, p. I. 
lD •• Og\lnll froJn _UP!) emcat to W~ ArMW, April, 12\ po a. 
11110 flguna from. &UPl,ktmeut to W~'* .. A.-.. Apil, l.hO, P. 

I From FDdmLI Reaerve BulletiD. ..... 



Lut day cd 

lyJ3 
January .. 
Febl1Jary •• 
March •. 
April .. 
May .. 
Ju~e .. 
July ., 
August •. 
September •• 
Octo her .• 
November ~. 
December '. 

1924 
January •. 
J.'cln lHlJ"f •• 
March •• 
April •. 
May" 
Juno •• 
July .. 
August •• 
S~ptember .• 
(')C'tobe.r •• 
NoveOlltU .• 
December •• 

19'15 
J aD nary •• 
February .• 
MInch .• 
April .. 

r~~ :: 
~ugust •• 
Sfiptember •• 
flctt.,btu' •• 
November •• 
r>oc"",ber " 

1916 
J:l.nuMy 
lobruary " 
M3.n'J1 
April 
M<lY 
June 

SwrrZERLAND 
Oav to day 

tZl:rlcb} 

'Yo' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I -Ii 
o -2t 
01-4 
:i~ 
2l-31 0-2 .. 
I -2i 
o -3 
3 -31 
2l-3t o -2 

3 -3' .. 
3l-4 

3 
3 
-i 

• -3 

~I::H -, 
•• • • • 
3 
0' • o. 

%' 
2.20 
1.86 
1'36 
1.2S 
t.4S 
2.15 
2.87 
3·62 
3·71 
3.72 
3·67 
3·59 

Private DiHgunt 

(averago for m'th) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
.. .. 

(l .. t day of month) 

• • -~l 

.. .. 

.. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. 

%' 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 .. .. .. .. 
4 .. 
.. .. .. 
4 .. .. .. .. 

,4 .. .. 
\ 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
3' 
~t 
~t 
~t 
3' 



VIENNA 

Last day of Private Discount Official Rate 

1923 %l %1 
January .. 9 
February .. 9 
March .. 9 
April 

~ 
9 

May 9 
June .. 9 
july .. 9 
August .. 9 
September .. 9 
October .. 9 

0; November •• 9 
December .. 9 

1924 
january .. 9 
February .. 9 
March . .. 9 
April .. 9 
May .. 9 
June .. n 
july .. 12 

I-
August .. 15 
September .. 15 
October .. 15 
November o. IJ 
December o. 13 

[925 
january .. II -IIi 13 
February .. II 13 
March .. 10i-I1l 13 

April .. 101 " May .. 10 11 

June .. 10 II 

july .. 91-9'\ 10 

August .. Hi-8t 10 

September •• Ht 9 
October .. 8t-Bt 9 
November ., 8t-B1 9 
December .. 8M 9 

1926 
. January .. 7,\-81 9 

February .. 7i-7t 8 
March .. 7i-71 8 
April .. 6Hl 71 M, .. 6f-9 71 

I 1931 fi/tl1ret from III ft''"'~ ~.hf'f!lUaitz.ung _ GftleI'1l1wnammh'-rlII der 
Oeslerrelcilbcbon Sationalbank am 16 iln. ID:l6. 19~6 ftf('unIt ttl:lml.itteilUJl&l!D 
det iJirekloriulQI der OeatemtichUlCbcl NatloaalbaDk. 10th Juoe. 19241, Iljlil. 

• From f"cdenlI keaerve Bulletm. 
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(I) THE CASE OF GREAT BRITAIN 

(a) TheColltroversy 

§ 7 
Sterling-dollar exchange first began to rise 

sharply in the summer of 1924. By the end of 
1924 it stood (monthly average) at $4.694 to the £ 
sterling. Bank rate in London remained un
changed throughout the whole year at 4% ; the 
New York Federal Reserve rate, which had been 
41% since the beginning of the year, fell to 4% 
and then to 31% in June, fell to,3% in August 
and then was unaltered to December. London 
diseount rates, which had remained belowfNevl 
York rates until May, were as much as 1.8% above 
these in August, in the three months September 

. to November were I i% above New York rates, 
and in December were 1.8% above New York. 
Here is one explanation for the rise in sterling 
rates. During 1924 the British cost of living rose 
from 178 (1St quarter) to 181 (4th quarter): the 
American gold cost of living rose m the same 
period from 170 to 173. 

§ 8 
The fact that the ~Id and Silver Export 

Prohibition Act was due to lapse (so far as the 
reguhttion of bullion exports IS co.tcerned) was 
certain to raise the question of the future policy 
of G~t Britain in the course of 1925. In 
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February,I9z5, New York official rates rose to 
3i% : the British rate rose to 5%. In March the 
spread in market rates widened (London over New 
Yark) to 1.3%. New York, though nothing was 
said officially in London, was freely disCllssing the 
possibility of a return to gold in this country, and 
was buying sterling in anticipation of the formal 
adoption of the gold standard. 

T!le actual rise in the Bank rate was approved 
even by those who did not believe in the desir
ability of a return to the gold standard, then or in 
the future. Writing in the Natioll on ZIst 
February, 1925, Mr. Keynes said that he did not 
.. believe that a S<lmewhat higher Bank rate 
would do any harm, in view of the present 
tendencies of the. price-level, to the volum! of 
trade and employment, and that, in any case, the 
maintenance of our own equilibriu~ will soon 
require the support of a higher rate.' So that 
the policy which commended itself to those who 
desired a return to the gold standard was also, 
for the time being, commending itself to those 
who desired a managed currency. Up to the 
end of March the Natioll stalwarts contented 
themselves with resisting the arguments that a 
reduction of Bank rate should be employed as 
a means of reducing unemployment· and that 

l N~ 7th Mrudl. 1921, p. 710 : ·'It .. not wiM at the pbae 01 the cn!!dit cyde 
'WhIch we have DOW reaebed, CIVeII U It II temptinc. to try to etlI1I UlJf!lDploymeot by 
aetuai ion.tiM. I dllubt H • 6% BIlIlk rate. wbk.h Is not oppmai\'e m. ibdl. 
will do IlDY mea"~blo barm to amployme:a.I. provlded that t.be price-leftl thoWi 
no tc!Qdency to fall. 

But produc~ mult be IUlU'Ulteed IIpIDd • re-takodoctiaa 01 U. dilcradit.ed 
pulley 01 De60 tioo. 

On this pardcular iaue Sir Joslah Stamp differed from Mr. Keynea. .. ~ " 
otbing .in the presenl poaitlOQ 01 Rritiah indu.d.ry wbioI:I would m il.lfl oaU lor au 
acreuem tblu .. "-t", T ... , kd.Mard:l, lin ••• 
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formal stabilisa.tion· should be adopted 6ecaus," 
the exchange had risen to par.' 

§ 9 

At the beginning of April, a month before the 
introduction of the Budget, a Natioll leader 
argued that .. a return to gold this year cannot 
be achieved without terrible risk of renewed 
trade depression and a serious aggravation of 
unemployment ... • In the same number of the 
Natioll Mr. Keynes argued that the evidence 
was in favour of the surpositio!l that the British 
price-level was not adjusted to the exchange, 
using wholesale prices to 'establish this con
tention. It'. ~ 

Thus, before the decision had been taken, 
the general line of argument against the return 
to gold 'Il'I\s already fully developed. But they 
are not arguments against the gold standard; 
and they would have failed completely against 
even an immediate return to the gold standard, 
had that return involved a stabilisation rate not 
overvaluin~ the pound, and they would also 
lose in weIght if investigation proved the over
valuation to be less than was feared. 

§ 10 

The official case for an ;",,,,ediatt return to 
gold, on the basis of the pre-war"parity, was 

... Is It DOt '*- that tile ~ 01 u.e am~ 'IbonId be tbt last st.p 01 tile 
InNdtioo-nu. 110 bt ~'Ilmpli:ihfJCI UDtil lit. stwilOl bu boal nab.,' sd as par 
"~.b-II1lDt~ U .. , .. ·_ ......... l&1 Wudl,,1U6.. 

.......... It ..... ', 
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only published when the intention so to revert 
to gold had been publicly announced. The 
Commillee 011 the Currellcy alld BaltJ: of ElIglalld 
N tf1e Issues argued that: ' 

(1) Devaluation, .. never .•. a policy which the 
United Kingdom could have adopted," need 
not be seriously considered, in view of the actual 
state of the exchanges. ., 

(2) There was something to be said for adopting 
an attitude of reserve so long as there was hope 
that a rise in American prices would drive up 
exchange to par without the necessity for deflation. 
But the exchange had been driven up without 
the price-levels being adjusted. 

(3) There was a difference of only 11% in 
Ute lunount of deflation required to raise the 
exchange fuJly to par and that required to keep 
the exchange where it was. In any case, .. to 
allow the exchange to fall back now with the 
certainty of having later on to raise it again would 
~e a, short-sighted policy, injurious to trade and 
mdustry." . 

(4) Stabilisation at the pre-war parity involved 
a .. fall in the final prid:-Ievel of a significant, 
though not very large amount, unless it should 
happen that a corresponding rise takes place in 
America. " 

(5) .. The assimilation of the British currency 
to the gold currencies of the world is so necessary 
for the ultimate prosperity of British trade that 
any temporary dIsadvantage, if such arise, from 
the measures necessary to maintain parity will 
be many times outweighed." 
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§ II 

The official case has been severely criticisect.by 
Mr. Keynes. The Report was .. indolent and 
jejune "0; it evade'li the real questions, viz.: 
(a) .. How much is sterling overvalued? (h) by 
what train of events will adjustment be brought 
about? • • • tl'fere is not a word in the ReporJ; 
to sug!l'est that the Committee do view credit 
restrictIOn with serious apprehension.'" The 
Government experts thought in terms of whole
sale prices" which are irrelevant"or inappropriate 
to the matter in hand "; they" misunderstood 
and underrated the technical difficulty of bringing 
about a general reduction of internal ll\Onex 
values.'" 

Of these charges some are justified; and 
others are overstated". It is true that the Com
mittee thought. in terms 'of wholesale prices, 
but so did Mr. Keynes himself to some extent, 
until a/fer the Report of the Committee -had 
appeared'; it is probable that the ease with 
which .. general prices" could be reduced was 
exaggerated by the Committee, and they certainly 
did not commit themselves to a definite statement 
of the extent of sterling overvaluatioDt confining 
themselves to the statement that it was .. signi
ficant." The Committee may have underrated 
the degree of credit-restriction necessary, but 
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the charge that they do not VIew credit-restriction 
as such with apprehension is beside the point; 
they thought the end to be attaiiied worth the 
amount of restriction likely, from their point of 
view, to be reqUired. 

§ 12 

The official case would have gained if the 
argument against devaluation had been more 
fully developed. The argument against such a 
step is simply the blow involved to British 
financial prestige, and, in the particular case of 
this country, this is obviously a matter of great 
importance. It is, of course, not merely a matter 
tlf the .. pound looking the dollar in the face," 
an unreflecting piece of sentimentalism, ,but a 
question of how far the invisible income drawn 
fro,m banking servic~ would be reduced by the 
definitive repudiation of the old content of the 
golq pound. Given that the return to gold at 
the old par was likely to increase the real income 
of the country by the improvement of our 
international financial standing, and that a devalua
tion could not increase it as much, then, against 
the temporary losses due to overvalua~on, there 
was a definite and permanent offset. ' If this 
permanent gain were small and the immediate 
losses great, the case for devaluation was 
strenlrthened. The great advantage of devaluation 
would have been that it would have cut the 
ground from under the feet both of those who, 
being opposed to the gold standard in any shape 
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or form, natural'ly used the immediate incon
veniences of we transition as a means of creating 
prejudice against the gold standard itself,' and of 
those also who, while not opp~ed to the gold 
standard in itself, thought that the condition of 
British, industry did not justify any pressure on 
indust.t'!alists. At the same time devaluation 
would have inlDlved a fall in the exchange and 
thus caused a stimulus to exports. The goll 
standard would have started its new lease of 
life without immediately causing an increase of 
unemployment and without any immediate neces
sity for lowering money wages. Working class 
sentiment would thus not have been directly 
assailed. 

§ 13 

But, whilst it is not desirable either to increase 
unemployment, reduce mo.ey wages and off,pld 
working class sentiment without good reason, it 
it is useless to allow working class sentiment to 
gtl'lJeT1I monetary policy. It would surely be 
going a little far to suggest that the particular 
scale of wages, absolute and relative, operative 
in the early part of 19:1 S, possessed any particular 
sanctity, ,and that it is a sign of peaviar lack of 
social grace to suggest a monetary standard 
which may involve a reduction of money wages. 
And, therefore, whilst it may be politically 
inexpedient to have to confess that the reform 
of the currency may involve price-reductions 

... n. ~ "",", ---' ..... lhoIlW. ....., ...... __ " __ 
............. ~. i1 .. impollAN. to ftoCQrWl1l!Dd IIAJ' uuq.tint tuQ' ~ 
~itI....u..~~~(' .. 4 ..... 
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(including money wages), and' it is, therefore, 
better to devaluate than to deflat~ other things 
equal, it is as well to recognise that both the 
return to gold ilt any form and the adoption of 
a stabilised currency in terms of goods in general 
are likely,. sooner or later, to clash with trade 
union philosophy on the subject of wages~ The 
implicit assumption of those who believe that 
, "free" currency standard will prevent the 
emergence of awkward wage problems is that 
whenever money wages rise, 1:he exchange will 
supply its own corrective to the extent required 
by the ris'e, neither more nor less, Wages and 
prices rise, the fall in the exchange just offsets 
the additional sterling cost to the foreign buyer, 
and, therefore, the relative competitive efficiency 
of the country is maintained. Is there not an 
element of " vague optimism" about this theory 
als<v If the exchaT€e falls by more than the 
required amount, the cost of living (in terms of 
im ported goods) will rise and this time wages 
must not go up; real wages must, therefore, 
fall. But an undervalued exchange stimulates 
exports and creates a demand for labour; con
sequently, the basis for higher wages is created; 
wages rise ... This rise justifies the actual position 
of the exchanges but, since at the new level of 
sterling wages exports become dearer, demand 
falls off; the cost' of living remains up but 
money wages mus~ fall, if more is to be exported. 
But wages cannot fall if the cost of living keeps 
up, and the cost of living keeps up because 
wages have not fallen. 
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• If, on the contrary, the exchange does not 
'all by the required amount, exports falloff 
md trade becomes depressed. Efforts are then 
nade tIS reduce wages; the sheltered trades 
folin at the expense of the unsheltered. Wages 
io fall, and then trade improves again. . And 
10, in the long run, the exchanges, cost of living, 
:he level of sterling wages, visible and invisible 
mports and exports, all adjust themselves. But!! 
.t would be wildly optimistic to suggest that the 
?rocess is absolutely frictionless .. 

The case for devaluation should have been 
1Il0re carefully examined. But nothing' is to be 
~ned by pretending that it was the return to 
the gold standard which created the real wage
problem in this country, or tIult the definitive 
ldoption of a managed currency would enable 
us successfully to overcome it. 

§ 1+ 
It would not have been worth while to deval

uate, still less to insist upon the inconveniences 
associated with the adoption of the old par, if 
there had been any sound reason for supposing 
that world prices would soon rise. Had there 
been stroqg reasons for this belief, iir Josiah 
Stamp's .. British industrialist" might .well ask." 
whether getting the gold standard a few months 
earl ier than the natural time is really such a 
boon after all?"· . 

By .. natural timc," one supposes, is meant 
the time when American pnces were. rising 

·ro.'- .... _ ..... 
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sufficiently to cause the exchange to get to pal'. 
The policy involved two unknowns-the pro
bability of American prices rising and the 
probability of our prices remaining tonstant. 
The expediency of thell adopting the gold standard. 
had, as a matter of fact, been already rejected 
by the Natioll group: .. to link sterllllg prices 
to dollar prices," wrote Mr. Keynes,' • at a 

boment in #Ie credit cycle when the latter were 
near their peak: as the result of a boom which 
we had not fully shared, would ask for trouble." 
But where was the evidence that prices in the 
States would rise enough by 31st December, 1925, 
by which time we had to have, a decisiol1 one 
way or the other 1 The necessity for arriving 
at some decision .. was clear; had the Chancellor 
announced the return to gold at the end of the 
year, it would have made no practical difference; 
had he announced ilmply a prolongation of the 
Act he would have had to give some idea of 
p,olicy-even if he had only announced that the 
• natural time had not yet come" he could not 

have prevented bear speculation and a new 
disequilibrium of the exchanges. The approxi
mately .. hatural time" to return, then, was 
fixed by circumstances; but there is, in fact, 
no .. natut-aI " time to return and no II natural" 
rate at 'which to return, though there are methods 
of returning to gold more or less suitable to the 
circumstances. The return to gold had been 
proclaimed by every British Government in turri~ 

,and either deBation or devaluation would have 
I N-. 1111_ 1Olt, Po no. 
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iiwolved certain difficulties. The immediate 
difficulties of devaluation would have been less, 
but evt;{! this solution would stilI have involved 
the chOIce of a definite stabilisation rate. 

(b) The Facts befo~ and sinc,e Stabilisation 

§'rs 
Discussion of the direct consequences or. the 

return to the gold standard· has been much 
affected by the fact that Mr. Keynes employed, 
in com paring relative cost of living figures in 
this 6:ountry aad in the United States, the cost 
of living figures for the State of Massachusetts 
and not the cost of living figures published by 
the U ,S.A. Bureau of Labour. The former 
have the gr~t advantage that they appear 
regularly in the Federal Reserve Bulletin; whilst 
the latter only a ppear (at &I1y rate in recent years) 
at infrequent periods, For anyone who is only 
interested in the mnd of prices in this country 
and in the U.S.A. the Massachusetts figures 
will serve as well as the Bureau of Labour 
figures; but in the discussion as to the degree 
ot' I/'t'<"'- IIIld II1IJ",.,:al""tion of the ~u~d sterling, 
the absolute height of the cost ot liVIng in the 
U.S.A. is a factor of some consequence. 

Table I. brings out the situation for the .three 
It'ars before 1925 and throws some light upon 
the situation in the latter year itself. So far as 
the direct effect upon wage rates goes, the table 
shows (using Professor Bowle)"s wage-index) 

Ds 
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that with practically the same rate of exchange in 
March, 1924, as in the first quartet of 1922, 
gold wages fell from 190 to 155 in that month; 
whilst the gold cost of living in this country felt 
in the same period of time from .164 to 157: 
During the same period of time real wages feD 
from 116 to 98. From March, 1924, to December, 
1925, gold wages rose flWm 155 to 180, or 16% ; 
teal wages rose from 98 to 102, or some 4% ; 
th~gold cost of living rose from 151 to 177, 
or 121%. 

§ 16 

If one asks, how far did the exchange equalise 
conditions between sterling prices and dollar 
prices, the answer turns on the dollar prices 
chosen. The table shows that if tlftl ratio between 
British prices and American prices is based upon 
the Bureau of Labour figures. the exchange 
accurately, or almost accurately, compensated 
for the higher cost of living here during 1922, 
leaving a very slight margin in favour of British. 
prices. In that year the purchasing parity 
theory' ·"Worked very well. 

The taJ>le also shows that,· beginning after 
the first quarter of 192J, when the exchange 
completely equilibrated the two price-levels, the 
marlJin in favour of British prices, allowing for 
the exchange, continually increased, until i, 
June, 1924, the margin WIllS I J% in favour oT 
this country. The pound was, therefore, under
valued, and progressively undervalued, and the 
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period was, ,ignificantly. mwed by a fall of 
the trade .union index of" unemployment to 
its minimum. Mter tha. middle of 1924 the 
ri$e in the exchange gra4ually wiped out the 
'andervaluatiQn of the pound in terms of dollar 
cost of living figur~s, and, during 1925, the two 
sets' of, figures, at the current rates of exchange, 
were at par. 

If the Massachusetts cost of living figure isl 
taken, sterling cost of living and dollar cost of 
livin~ were never adjusted by the exchailge. 
Or, In other words, sterling was never quoted 
low enough.in terms of dollars to bring sterling 
cost of living dqwn to the levd of New England, 
except in June and ,September, 1924. But the 
degree to which the pound was overvalued (on' 
this basis) varied; in the periods during which, 
on the basis .f the Buresu of Labour index, 
the undervaluation was greatest, the overvaluation 
was least. During the year 1925, when, on the 
basis of the Buresu index, the pound was neither 
over- nor undervalued, the Massachusetts index 
gave an overvaluation of the pound of between 
'8-10%. But it is, of course, extremdy improbable 
that the Massachusetts index should be fully 
representative ot:. the absolute height of the cost 
of living in so vast an area as the United States. 
The probability is that the true facts, so far as 
the cost of living in the U.S.A. is concerned, 
~e more fully pictured by the Buresu inde:ir.. 



TABLE I 
. 

Gold Halloof Ratio of 
Tndo 

~ Ha .. of .Costof """"'"" M_· A_ ....... 
UDlou 

""""- U· Gold "'_Its Cost of chusettl 
In""" of W""'. Gold Roal Dolo Li .... t::'" Cost of Gold Cost 

U~~to 
Cost of Uoemploy- W ... W..,. W .... U .... 01 u..,. Living to Indu Indu Indo> Bd .... 
British ..... --- ---~ 1922 , 

1St Qr. 185 4·31 164 167 153 101 93 16·5% 215 190 116 211d Qr. 18. 'I." 166 167 IS' 100 91 16·4% '0' 183 III :jTd Qr. 179 'I'" 1631 166 IS' 101 93 14·5% ISg 173 1pe. 4th Qr. 179 4.51 166 170 154 102 93 14 01 % 179 166 1~ 

1923 I'-1St Qr. 176 4. 68 16g 16g 154 100 90 13.0% t- 177 170 103 2nd Qr. 16g 4.63 160 170 156 106 97 11.2% 177 .6g 104 :jTdQtt '73 4·,6 ,62 '7' . '57· '06 97 11·3% '74 ,63 '00 4th Qr. '76 4·,2 ,60 173 '58 '08 99 10·4% '73 • '57 98,. 
'924 • Mar. '78 4·29 '57 110 '" '08 98 7.8% '1'6 '55 98 June , .6g 4·32 '50 '6g '5" 113 '02 7. 2 % 1 '78• ~'58 'or Sept. '7' 4·,,6 'SS '7' '57 '08 100 8.6% '79 .64 'Q4 Dec. ,S, 1·6g 174 173 '58 99 90 9.2 % '79t, '73 94 

• 1925 
June '72 4·S6 '7' 173 '59 '0' 92 12·3% ,8, ,S. 'OS Dec. '77 4. 85 '77 '7 .6, '00 93 11.0% .8d' ,80 '0. 

t Bzdlldel Building Tradet from this point. 
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~ If we take these as the 'asis of the argumen t, 
what is the jesuIt ? From the immediate angle 
of cOll1'['lqtit~e effic!ency it makes no difference 
whdher the movements of the exchange have 
resulted in an overvaluation of the pound by a 
given amount, or whether the movement has 
merely resulted in wiping out an undervaluation 
of the pound of a similar amount. If the dollar 
cost of buying a given amount of services in the 
country has risen by 10%, under either contin
gency the competitive selling power of the 
country has declined, unless the buying power 
of the dollar over labour or services in the United 
States has fallen during the same period of time 
by such an amdunt as to leave the original ratios 
between the purchasing power of the dollar here 
and in the United States unchanged. Between 
June, 1924. and December, 1925, the purchasing 
power of the dollar in terms of the American 
cost of living index fell by 4.7% ; in this country 
the purchasing power of the dollar in terms of 
the cost of living index fell by 18%. The 13% 
greater purchasilJ! power of the dollar here has 
been converted into a parity between what a 
dollar will buv in the States and what it will 
buy in c!reat Britain, in both cases in terms of the 
.cost of living index. 

What these figures. do indicate is that that 
particular line of argument which asserts that at 
the beginning of 19~ the higher sterling cost of 
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living was ~ust COl!lpClllsated by the exchange, 
and that since then sterling has been overvalued 
in proportion to the 'rise in the dollar value of 
sterling, is incorrect." It is true only on the., 
assumption that the Massa<;,b.usetts index is a 
better guide to the internal value 01' the' dollar 
than the Bureau of Labour index, and even in 
that case it is only true for that particular month. 
And it is also true that if the exchange had been 
pegged at, say, $4.30 in March, 1924, and the 
British and American cost of living indices 
had not been affected in any way, but had behaved 
with a pegged exchange as it did behave whilst 
sterling was rising from $4.29 to $4.86, then 
the degree of undervaluation would have risen 
from 8% to 14%, and this, no doubt, would 
have stimulated exports and reduced unemploy
ment. But this is, of course, a very extreme 
assumption to make. 

§ 18 

The immediate politico-economic problem of 
price-reduction remains unchanged by this 
analysis. From the standpoint of economic 
theory, however, the nature 'tJf the problem 
alters somewhat. The normal assumption is 
that the exchange now overvalues sterIiJli; what 
appears to be the case is that the exchange has 
now ceased to undervalue sterling. 

When the market rate o'exchange undervalues 
a currency, this, in the absence of special factors, 
implies an involuntary and temporary alteration 
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in the real ratio of interchange which, in itself, 
by checking imports, hetps to raise the exchange 
rate to purchasing power parity point. But if 
the real ratio of interchange itself alters, then 
no such improvement in exchange rates will 
follow, unless the price-level alters more than in 
proportion. From the standpoint of a country, 
then, which is trying to force exports, it makes 
no difference whether the alteration in the ratio 
of real interchange to its disadvantage is expressed 
by a, fall in exchange below purchasing power 
parity point, or whether, exchange not falling, 
the prices of its export goods fall.' In either 
event, if foreign prices remain unchanged, a 
given volume of imports must "be bought with 
a larger (real) volume "of exports. It is true 
that t~ inelasticity of demand for foreign goods
or the elasticity of the foreign demand for 
exports-is not fixed once and for all, so that it 
does not follow that a given degree of under
valuation or (relatively) lower prices for export 
goods must persist. 

Now it is at least significant that the under
valuation of the pound (on the" basis ot the 
relative cost of living indices) should have become 
marked-after a period of adjustment-in 1923. 
For in that year the payments on the American 
debt beg-.In. " .. ' 

1 N'II","""" u.- .'ttma,I"...ro ha....,. wW d8f*Jd on wt<tetbar the e¥cltao,. 1ft 
(!r(tRtn'llllli <11' ,la Wtl.",lhftr tr.:H Uflk"1OS knd other ~.NIS$ ~ ooatJ'ollml: 0lIU, 
Nt) 1.\1)8 ol c!" .. tIn<'lJOO 0I.lt0 be dnnwD UIUnYllt'ty bf!otW'I!If!Q upartatMe aad. DOD" 
upattato&! ~ bt.It on.I)' hfoC.~ f'Jlldt. --.u,.. cr~ed aDd tho. ~ -'tU 
tIr exp«tt'ld. Ii 11..,",,.. tha' daWu.ttoDS iD. ~ ill tlt __ va IDOdIfy lho 
Mhtl'&! <Jl W\ptn:I w:>d ap.lI1'I. and, \h. ... qrtr, tba, the ratio Clf ~ bet __ all 
tbr prodlh'b (" • lI;.u..~'. Ill,hauy. tlwa oil ...... LIlIa nt.1iQ: .... ___ .... 
,..-~~ aD &bo raw. 
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The question whether fixed payments of this 
kind must imply a permanent depression of the 
British price-level-for the exchange is now 
fixed-depends on the elasticity of demand for 
~ritis~ products an~ on the elasticity of demand 
m Bfltam for American products. The gradual 
increase in world productivity should. help .,to 
decrease both our dependence on American 
exports and our dependence on America as a 
market, or our dependence on markets whose 
demand for goods in general fluctuates with the 
demand in America for their special products. 
On the other hand, since 1923 the inelasticity 
of the demand for British coal and iron and steel 
goods, which was a special feature or the situation 
during the Ruhr occupation, has become less. 
Thus it is not easy to foresee how chaJill'es in 
the real ratio of international interchange is likely 
to affect the price position in the long run. The 
immediate situation is hardly likely to be greatly 
affected. 

§ 19 

The situation since the beginning of 1925 
is set forth in the following Table II. 



TABLE n 

fra& ....,. Katio .. .,...,. UiOOa Voan- Bri"'" Britilb JI_. ....... w •• ....... ""''''' Coot of Gold "' ....... druy.fts Gold .... _. 
"""'" 

11 __ ..... UvaIjp Cnot .. "'"'''' to BriWI> 
, ..... w_ w_ - m= 

_ ... ..... LiviDC LMoc Coot" 
_l 

No. lruured --- LJviu« - -.yZ.5 
Jonuary .. '029 9·0 11·9 .So '77 '58 90 .So 177 '00 

.. bnJary •• 1043 9·4 12.1 '79 '76 '57 90 .8. '78 .0. 
M=h .. '0]0 g.o 11·9'" 179 176 158 90 181 178 '0' 
April .. 101" 9·4 11·7 175 17' '58 90 18. ,. 180 103 . 
May .. '026 10.1 1t.8 173 '73 158 90 .81 .. 104 

June .. 1134 12., 13.0 17' 17' '59 92. 181 105 
aly .. 10'1.7 11.2 11.8 '73 173 160 92 ISo 104 

Auguat .. II,,! 11·4 13. 1 173 173 .61 93 180 104 
September "" 11·4 '3·3 174 IH 16. 9' 180 103 
October 1110 11·3 12·7 '76 176 .62 9' 180 .02 

November 1066 11.0 12.2 176 176 162 92 180 10. 
December IOU 11.0 11.6 177 177 165 93 ISo '01 

1926 tDCary •• 1060 10.6 12.1 ~7S 175 164 93 ISo '03 
bruary .. 100' 10·4 II.~ '73 173 163 94 180 104 

March .. 946 10.1 10·9 ~,!~ • ?II 16. 94 .80 104 

z: .. I\&> 10.0 10.1 .68 .6. 95 .80 IO? 
.. '3'7 13·2 16.2' .67 .67 159 95 , 180 '08 

1:11
• 

.. 'J62 12·9 16·5' .68 .68 .80 .06 
uly .. '70 170 

I EKIu.h'. of ooal. 
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The main features of the situation can be 
resumed thus: 

Date 

June 1926-Rise in • vallle of l stg. since ... " 
.. Fall in Board 01 Trade General 

.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 

Wholesale Index Number since . . 
Fall in Board of Trade Food Index 

Number since ............... . 
Fall in Board of Trade Materials 

Index Number since ......... . 
)fall in U.S.A. General Wholesale 

Index Number since ......... . 
Fall in Ministry of Labour Cost of 

Living Indea: since .... ....... . 

Jan. Jan. Jan. 
1924 1925 19z6 

Ratio of British Coot of 
Living In_ to Whole-

Jan. 
1924 
13% 

11"5% 

1.5% 

15% 

nil 

5% 

June 
1920 

sale Index .......... 108 104' 114 116 
Ratio of Massachusetta 

Cost of Living to ". 

Jan. 
1925 

1.5% 

14% . , 
~% 

15% 

5% 

5% 

British Cost of Living 
Index . ,. .. .. • •• • .. • 90 90 QS (April) 

Cold Wag.............. ISS 177 180 

Between 1924 andI92S the 'Board of Trade 
General Wholesale Index rose 6 points, but 
whilst this rise was taking place the American 
Index number rose 9 points. The rise in the 
General Number conceals a rise of no less than 
IS points in the Food Wholesale Index and a 
practically stationary-condition of the Materials 
Index .• The fall in the M¥erials Index has thus 
been concentrated into a period of one year, 
whilst the major portion of the rise in the dollar 
value of sterling took place in the year previous. 
Over the whole period the fall in the General 
Index, the Materials and the Food Index 
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corresponds closely with the rise in the exchange, 
though the fall in prices and rise in exchange 
did not coincide in time. " 

The effect of the whole series of changes has 
been to widen the gal? between the Wholesale 
anfl Cost of Living Indices •. By June of this year 
wl\olesaD: prices were 46% above pre-war, the 
Cost of Living Index some 70% above pre-war. 
The rise in the cost of living and the rise in 
wholesale prices corresponded most closely in 
the early part of 1924 and in January, 1925. 
By the end of that year the disparity had widened 
to 10 points, and it rose to 16 points in February. 
where it has since remained. The cost of living 
has not, in fact, responded to the IIItered ex
change situation by more than the amount by 
which <-.vorld lrices havd fallen. Since wages 
have remaine stationary since July, J925, the 
net effect has been to increase real wages by 6%. 
Meanwhile, it js important to notice that the 
Ministry of Labour Food Indelt has fallen by 
81% Ganuary, 1925, to June, 1926) against a fall 
ot 13% in the Wholesale Food Index. Since 
food constitutes about 60% of the Cost of 
r.iving Index, this is equivalent to about 5% on 
the total i/tdex; the amouot by which, in fact, 
the Cost of Living Index.,has fallen,. ~he con
clusion that money ~es are still too' high is 
inesca~le ; though the gap between the 
(lower Massachusetts Cost of Living and our 
own t of Living Index has beIn narrowed 
by S%. 
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§ 2.0 

" 'Sii long as the productivity of industry as a 
whole does not increase there is no justification 
for the rise in real wages. Even before the 
complications introduced by the rising ~change 
the Index of Production .prepared by the London 
and Cambridge Economic Service showed that, 
except for the boom year of 1920, post-Waf 
production in the industdal groups CQvered by 
the index was some 10% below the pre-war 
'\vera~e (1913 as base-year). This index does 
not Include the engineering trades, woollep 
textiles, a-td other important groups, so that 
not too much can be built upon it. What evidence 
it does bring is at anY'l"ate sufficient to disprove 
the suggestion that only the return to the gold 
standard llas mcde the wage problem acute, 

'though undoubtedly the return 4P gold at the 
parity chosen has accentuated the wage pr()blem.' . 

If sterling costs remain up, whitst sterling 
returns fall, the scale,pf production contracts; 
if the sterling cost to the foreign buyer goes up 
and his currency price-level does not go up i~ 
proportion, he buys less, and again the scale of 
production contracts.' There is thus ~. decline 
10 forei~trade and It decijpe. in employment. 
To what extent has the return to gold affected 

1 The prcdw:tJoa lndu. moved. III IoOoWI : 
Ul2', lit Or .•. IiILS 1826. bt 'Jr .•• il.S lUI. ht Or .•. PO.' 

.. 211d".. •.• Ind" •• 87,0 1D4 .... ea._ 

.. ard .... 89.. .. ani .. ,.81.1 
0' 4Ib .... a8,. " 4th" •• 88,8 

Thse ftguf'el oonIirm tbl! ~ertI ~ tbal the IeOOOd ad Wed. quartan 
01. 1»1116 "W' tbtI wunt cd the crWa. 
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the volume of employment and the volume of 
foreign trade 1" " 

§ 21 
The lowest figure for unemployment among 

insured males was returned in May, 1924, when 
the number stood at 846,000. Of these, 38,000 
were coal miners and 43,000 were iron and steel 
workers. In January, 1925, the number stood 
at 1,029,000; by May it had increased to 
1,1)4,000. There was a. seasonal increase in 
the autumn somewhat in excess of this figure, 
but by April, 1926, the total number was down 
again to 880,000. At the maximum in June, 1925'
there were unemployed 313,000 coli miners, 
at the minimum in April, IJ26, there were 97,000. 
Between the minimum of ~24 and the maximum 
of 1925 the number of unempl2Jed mjpers rose" 
by 275,000 and then fell by 21~ooq. lt folloW1\., 
that the" othertounemployed .. rose from 808,000 
,to 821,000 in June, 1925, and fell from thence 
to 793,000 ""ftt April. 1926. The numbers unem
ployed in the iron and.ste. industry at the dates 
mentioned were 43,000, 62,000 and 48,000 
Itspectively. The net unemployment among 
males, i.~ ... excluding iron -and steel, at the dates 
mentioned numbered 76S,000,. 7S9Pl? and 
735,000 respectively. If The number of unem
ployed females be ad~ the unemployment 
totals, i. i.JlIstries OtMr tAa" lOJ •• d iN" .lId 
sret/' came to 1,006,000 in May, 19t4. 1,031,000 
in June, 19z5, and 948,000 in April, 1926. A 
seasonal element is contained in the last figure. 
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If, tht;n, the minimum of May, 1924, is com
pa;~d with the maximum of 1925 and with the 
mtnllIl;um so' far r~ached of 1926, we get the 
followmg result: . 

.. 
. (ooois omitted) 

May June Sept. April 
1924 1925 1925 1926 

• • ----Industries other than Iroll and 
Steel (males) 765 759 7W 7~ 

Females 24' 272 270 "3 

• 1006 10 31 1069 948 
Coal .. 38 3'3 290 97 
lroll and Steel 43 6. 64 48 

1087 1406 1423 1",3 

The increase, ther&re, at the time when the 
coal crisis was at its height was rather under 

.30%; it; SeptPmber, 1925, it was rather· over 
30% • But it is all well to corroct the ideas this 
is likely to create, by thinking of the effect on 
the aggregate number ellli'loyed. - The total 
number employed, J>tf ~nf. of the estimated 
number insured, fell from 90% in May, 1924, 
to 86.7.% in September, 1925, or to 87% In 
June, 1925. The unemployed total increased 
by one-tl:tird, ~ut tpe employed total fell by 
three ata one-third~erso. in every hundred. 
This is, no doubt, a lest gramatic way of looking 
at it, but it is another useful reminder of the 
circumstance that, before we could attribute 
.. our industrial troubles" to the .. monetary 
policy ann4unced in the Budget," ten out of 
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every hundred insured persons were out of a job, 
and ninety out of every h~ndred had one.' 

§ 22 

The improvement wbich took place later in 
the volume of employment is not, of course, 
evidence of the degree of adjustment produced 
by the working of economic lorces unaided by 
eJtraneous circumstances. The improvement in 
clie coal and iron and steel trades, and to some 
extent the improveipl!llt eIiewhere, is in part 
the effect of the cOal subsidy. This is, of 
course, the case to the extent that the subsidy 
a11a1wed a fall in coal prices without a reduction 
in miners' wages. But one is not entitled to infer 
that if the coal su~sidy ha~ never been grantee! 
we should necessarily have "been .worse off than 
we were in April of this year. Wh\t would 
proba~ly have happened woullf have been a 
general strike in July, 1925, iastead of in May, 
1926, three or four months pf ~ry heavy unem
ployment, and redu!f:d co:d wages at the end of 
It. llY this time we shoul. be nearing tl!e. end 
of the trouble instead of being half way thDough. 

The unemployment figures themsel~ show 
how largely the problem was one of the coal and 
iron and steel trades •• The putpVt of coal~ which 
had been 267.12 million tons lD 19:4,.fell to 

, n ODe dft1n11 VI. fMg d .............. ' . , ,.,.. _ ....... ..J be 
~ by tbe ~ 6aruWa: 

'% lIIII.1Nd 'ftftIon ~ x Bst-.I*I ........ (BowttIy) 

""' .. 1.1 .......... T'hllI ttl .. tlw forDowiDc ~ .. : t= am.. .." J'CIM U •. , II 
\l_ ••••• 1M ~ .. ' • •• to 

_. ~ •.. ~.7.1 J-- 1_ II 
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244.42 millions in 1925, whilst coal exports fell 
from 8 I. 7 5 million tons to 68.97 millions. 
Thus outpu"'r,dedi~' bY·2].7 million tons and 
exports by 12.8 million tons. Average f.o.b. 
prices fell contimiouslx. during the year, and 
continued to fall in the first quarter of 1926. 
This reduction is partly the effect of subsidised 
competition be~en differe.nt collieries in this 
country and international competition between 
this country and Germany, where also the cOal 
industry has been ~oing ,through a severe crisis. 
Pit-head stocks of coal in die Ruhr rose from 2.8 
millions in January, 1925, to a maximum of 3.] 
millions in May,. and sank to 2.3 millions by 
December. The excess of exports of coal over 
lmports also rose to a maximum in September.' 
The British coal subsidy began in AUg\lst. It 
is clear that a subsidised area, other things 
equal, can dictate prices in a competitive n\arket. 
If the current argument is true, that the demand 
for coal in the '\!eighbourhood of current prices 
is inelastic, then there is sOlPe reason for arguing 
'tha, tilhollt 0e subsidy international coalJ>rices 
woul4 be hIgher than they were before the 
coal strike upset the situation, so that in effect 
the di~culties of the coal industry in this country 
would have been less als.. It is not implied 
that without the .subsidy the coal industry would 
n'6t have had grave d~culties' to contend with 
or that the return to gold did not complicate 
the situation'; it is only intended to show that 
lS.cx.W~"'hIw_FrlfJt.Jftl"'Z~, ]17', H6fI II. p. "', 
.~, in partlr.ublr, Sir Jl'.Jl>lah Stamr'., .,~hty "addend\lm" to tM: R",.,.,. &or. 

Go ...... tJ/ 1,.".,",-~ u.. ~ Mm.,., l~ ~ lilU, c:..md 1"78 01 
lIill6, P. 11 fit 1CIq. 
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the net gain to the coal industry was perhaps less 
than appears at first sight. Pressure was evidently 
slackemng at the end'of ta6<"~ for the four 
quarters (If 1925 and the first quarter of 1926 
average export prices. were '1.O.75.r., 20. 58.r., 
I9.39.r., I8 •• p.r., and It.2.r., the reduction being 
least between the last two quarters. 

§ 23 

Pig-iron and steel production also fell off' 
decidedly during I9)~ as 10m pared with 1924 
and still more as cdhipared with 1923, the pro
duction in the four quarters of these years and 
in the first quarter of 1926 being: 

O,(i(ill t1,JIlI " 
\ ," 

1914 

UU ~ Ifi§.imn Steel . ron t Pig-lroo Sl"" Pili-iron steel 
u;t(.,)r, 174 314 IQa 228 171. 194 J60 Uj 
1nd .. '206 134 JdS 117 16S 18] _., 

3rd.. 181 190 '77 .86 J)9 171 

1 tb .. ~~ '75 190 147 19J 
~ 743 tii9 ]328il 6~ 739 -

By the, beginning of 1926 steel production was 
back to what it was· in the first quarter ef i92j 
~nd &e second quarter of 1924; pig-iro .. ''pro
duction WllS still depressed. It is, of course, 
very difficult to say what the position'" of this 
industry would ha~ been had the coal subsidy 
not lowered coal prices. The falling off in the 
volume of the exportsgf iron and steel WllS, ~n 
1925, less real than Ifparent, owing to .Ute 
change in the price-Ieve. Thus, whilst exports 
of" lro" ."d Steel ."d .... [,{IlIIIjactllre.r thereof" were 
in value only 93~. of those in 1924' they were 

Es 
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98.3% of the 19204 exports in 'Volume. Thus 
the financial return' accruing from exports was 
less, assumin~.th'at.thecosts of the industry slid 
not fall off in proportion, but it does ,.ot follow 
that the volums of employment fell off to the 
same extent j the volume exported is a better 
index in this respect than the declared values. 

Another aspect of the iron and steel trade 
situation is the relation between imports and 
exports. In 'Volume, imports increased 18% in 
192.r On the basi\ of utual values, the excess 
of exporlJ in 1925 was £44-4lmillions as compared 
with £520-4 millions in 19204 j or, in other words, 
the imports were 30% of the exports in 19Z4 and 
amounted to 35% in 19205.' 

It is notorious that, quite apart from the 
influence of exchange, the coal and iren and 
steel industries have been subject to special 
difficulties which would in any case have made 
their position an unpleasant one. The results 
given above ~ the combined effects of the 
improvement in the exchfnge, currency dis
organisation in France and Belgiwp, the crisis in 
Germany, the fall of prices in the United StatCl 
an,d th,mitigating effects of the subsidf. 

1923 In\l U1SJ 
'R~tain«1 Imports in 000 tow! wmtI 1314 1I1:!U 3112 
BnIJlh lizp:.!rU in 000 toaa ... 4318 .. ., 1711 11.., .. _ .. ..... , UII lOUt 

Retabled Importl In nlue .....-e • 
11:140 1 ... .. ".1 ".7 

Bdl.i&b 6.pam in value wen •• .. 14.' .... 
Bx~ of Bapc:dt .. .. •••• .. .. 
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§ 24 

If one turris to Foreign Trade as" a whole; one 
has necessarily to rely in the main on the calcula
tions of the Board of Trade both as regards 
changes in the value and volume of our com
merce and as regards the interpretation of the 
.. Balance of Indebtedness." SO far as the return 
to gold affects imports, its most important direct 
consequence may be held to be the effect it has 
had upon the volume of. competitive imports. 
The following Table throws light on the Declared 
Value, the volume and the changes in value of 
the ReM;IIed Imports of .. Articles Wholly or 
Mainly Manufactured" since the beginning of 
1925 

VaJae OIl Dodanod ~ CIIImow .. _01 
~ ''''. velu.eill in In - .... ... .. ........ 

Ii 

191:5 1924= roo 

,.t Qt, .. 7' "7' 58 100 124 
and .. .. 86 9' 66 94 ·0]11 
3,,1 .. .. 6. 6S 13 94 90 
4'" .. • 69 71 70 97 '0' 
l~lO 

""']0 lSt .. .. 7' 75 !IS 95 
(md •• .. 67 H 66 90 112) 

• The two classes of. British exports md'st 
directly affected are the .. Raw Materials and 
Articles Mainly Unmanufactured" and the 
.. Articles Wholly or Mainly Manufactured." 
These two classes have moved as follows: 
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(I) RAW ·MATERIALS AND ARTICLES MAINLY 

UNMANUFACTURED 

VaJuem D<cland <:J>an..,o ~ "" bois 01 - 1'" value in ~.t on 

"""" 
m. ...ume 

1925 
1st Qr. .. '4 .6 '9 9' C)O 

2nd" .. 21 23 21 91 85 
3I d .. ' .. 19 21 24 9S C)O 
4th .. II· n 25 .6 80 96 

1926 
1St · . 20 25 29 80 86 
(2nd :: · . II 14 27 79 52) 

(.) AR'fICLES WHOLLY OR MAINLY MANUFACTURED 

Valueoa D<cland <:J>an..,o a.a..a "" ...... 01 - 1924 value iD In on - " .. ..... ...-
192 5 
1st Qr. .. 166 167 148 99 II • 
2nd .. .. 141 143 153 103 93 
3rd .. · . ISO 154 159 97 96 
4th .. .. '54 163 158 94 103 

1926 
1St .. 153 165 148 92 III 
(znd :: · . 123 139 153 95 84) 

The exports of the United Kingdom as a 
whole moved ,8 under: 

Valueoa 

"" ..... of """mod <:J>an..,o ~ ......... ..,. value ill .. In 
pri"" 1'" .a)"e "",,,me 

1925 1St Qr ... .:109 210 193 99 109 
2nd .. .. IH. IH. 195 101 94 
3Id .. .. 187 194 .,0 6g 96 
4th .. 194 '09 ... 93 99 

19261st .. .. 1<)0 207 193 9' 107 . 
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These results are obtained by comparing 
changes in value and in volume, quarter by 
quarter, with 1924. The trade in raw materials 
exported was higher in the first quarter of 1924 
than in the last; in manufactured articles was 
higher in the last quarter than iii the first,as 
was also the case wIth exports as a whole. If, 
then, one compares the most favourabl¢: quarter 
of 1924 WIth the most unfavourabla quarter 
of 1925 one can get some idea of the immediate 
influence exerted by the return to gold. Even 
in this case other factors co-operate; the influence 
of the 1925 Budget in stimulating imports of 
artificial silk and goods affected by the re
imposition of the McKenna duties must not be 
overlooked. Further, in the period January to 
June, 1925, the French franc lost 11% of its 
dollar value in New York, so that, even if no 
change had taken place in sterling, French exports 
to this country would probably have been 
stimulated and British exports to France have 
declined. 

uta , ... "oot a.:a- htOr. alavourable 
~ ta\'OUl'able Quartet Jlllt 

\louW ( ... ~ ... ....... ........ 
-

Retainolll Imporb, 
Articles M~ly 

91 (2nel 0..) or WboUy Mid. 58 (1St 0..) 1~4 1)0 

~M.terials 
• • 

>9 (1St " ) OJ (V<! .. ) 73 86 
Mid. Articl .. 159 ()rci u) '.3 (md .. ) 90 104 
U.K. ProduCl III (4th .. ) .82( ... d .. , 86 97 

• 
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rhus, ;/1 '()olllme, British exports of manu
factured goods were, in the first quarter of the 
year 1926, above the level of the most favourable 
period of 1924; raw materials are 'still 14% 
below and exports as a whole 3% below. On 
the other hand, manufactured im,rorts are 30% 
higher than they were at their min unum of 1924. 
All the export groups show a considerable degree 
of recovery from the worst period of 1925-
the second and third quarters-and manufactured 
imports a considerable decline from the maximum 
figUre in the second quarter of 1925, when the 
effect of the full return to the "gold standard was 
accentuated by the rush of imports owing to the 
re-imposition of old, and the unposition of new, 
Customs duties. 

§ 25 

It is, of course, difficult to discuss what would 
have been the position of British exports had the 
return to gold not taken place and the exchange 
had been allowed to- look after itsdf. It is, 
however, fairly obvious that the sterrmg values 
of exports wOllld certainly have been no lower, 
and would prbbably, in important cases, have 
been hi~her tpan they are now. For, even if no 
change In wage-ra)es in the expo~ng industries 
has taken pl~the value of unported raw 
materials has been lowered by the rise m exchange, 
arid, to the extent that a given mass of exports 
contains re<xported.wv materials, to that extent 
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will the declared value fall, without any saaifice 
being im~sed upon the British manufacturer. 
The loss, If any, which is inflicted on #le exporter 
consists in the rise in the forei~ currency value 
of the wages and other domestlc costs which he 
has to meet. Hence we may expect two groups 
of British exports to fall most m price; those 
whose selling price is largely determined by the 
cost of the imported raw materials out of which 
they are made; and those, whether made of 
foreign raw materials or not, which are subject 
to fierce international competition and the inter
national demand for which is elastic. 

Further, a higher price in terms of foreign 
currency may be in part offset by greater efficiency 
of production-i.e. a reduction in the sterling 
cost per unit of output. due either to intensified 
efforts by labour, to substitution of labour by 
machinery, or to a combination of these. Further, 
so fiIr as the aggregate volume of exports is 
concerned, the hi~her cost in terms of foreign 
moner may be m part offset by economies 
resultm~ from a. decline in the quality furnished 
for a gwen demand-~rice. Such a substitution 
of a lowe~ for a, higher quality may be dangerous 
to the long-run interests of British trade; if, 
however, the margin in the q~ty of British 
exports and competing exports. from other 
countries is a wide one, a certaia reduction in 
this margin may take placl!"wi~out provoking 
~U9 reactions on the' Sale of Bri~ 

Lastly, it may be noted Jbt where the price of 
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a product is controlled by a group of producers. 
it becomes possible to sell in different markets at 
differential prices and, therefore, to sell abroad at 
lower prices than in &his country. So long as 
trade is absolutely free this policy is impossible 
as soon as the difference in price exceeds the 
double cost of transport. But in a good many 
cases we no- longer have free trade and, even 
where there are no fiscal barriers, producers 
may exert an influence on the prices charged by 
wholesalers and retailers by price agreements 
and other such arrangements. The very fact 
that money-wages and, therefore, consumers' 
income, have not fully responded to the· alteration 
in wholesale rrices Increases the temptation to 
fix differentia prices for different sales-areas. 

The extent to which the prices of given exports 
have adjusted themselves to the exchan~e, on 
the one hand, and the competitive positton of 
given different groups of export industries on the 
other, are issues which cannot usefully be dis
cussed simply in general terms. In the Lo"do" 
a"d Cambridge Eco"omic Servke Bullni" for 
December, 1925, Professor. Bowley gave a series 
of index numbers of prices of manufactured 
exports for the four quarters of 1924 and the 
first quarter of"I925, the basis year being 1913. 
During that period the exchange rose 1 J% • 
The percentu:il reduction or increase between 
the first quarter of t924 and the third quarter of 
1925 was, for the undermentioned articles, as 
under: 
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IRON AND STltKL GROUP: 
Cleveland pig iron. . . . 
Pig·iron (forge and foundry) 

.. (acid) .. •• 
Iron sheets over inch •. 

II .. und.,.. II •• 

Galvrwi.aed Iheets .• •• 
Tinned ahoot! . . . . 
Wire.o .• 
Wrought iron tubea .. 
Wirf'l manufactures •• 
Sewin~ machine parts .. 
Machiue tools .. .. 
lmilers & boilor house pla.nt 
Co pper plate . . . . 
Tin blocks .. " .. 
Electrical machinery .. 
TElLTII . .aS: 
Grey cotton yam. unbleached 

.. .. .. bleached 
Pitoe. good8, 81"'Y. unbleached 

.. u white, bleached 

.. If printed. .. 

.. .. dyed in piece 
" .. coloured c;ottoDB 

FUlI,hed thread • . • • 
Wool tops •.•. 
Wool yam carded .. . . 
WOl'!I.ted yam. combed and 

carded.. .... •. 
Alpllca and mubaa .. 
\\, ()()l tisliut'S • • • •• 
\\'o.rsted •• • . . • 
nh~I1k(lta " • • • • 
COl"""" .. •• .. 
'Market price E~'T'tia.n cotton 

.. •. Ame.Tican .. 

.. .. Austn.iian wool 

" 

3% 
.% 
5% 

3% 
'·5% 

1'2% 
10010 

7% 

26% (markat price) 
18% 
23% 
10% 
1.5% 
]0% 

12% 
IS% 
11% 
6% 

30% 
z% 
5% 

6·5% 
4·5% 
4·5% 

DO change 

'·5% 

These figures shoW', clearly eaough, (a) that 
the price-reductions have been most severe in 
the iron and steel group, (6) that in general they 
tend to be less where labour costs form a larger 
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proportion of the total cost, (c) that in the woollen 
Industry, in spite of a reduction in the price of 
raw material, export prices have· risen, In some 
cases considerably, an~ (tf) that the price of cotton 
raw material has rise~ in the Egyptian section aIld 
fallen in the American, whilst prices of exports 
show a smaller range of variation in price than 
the prices of the raw material, and that the mag
nitude moves with the degree of labour cost 
involved. The rise in wooIlen exports and the 
sharp fall in iron and steel corresponds closely 
with the picture of expansion and contraction 
in the exports of these particular commodities. 

The fact that exports as a whole should expand 
$omewhat is qulte consistent with depressed 
conditions in particular industries. The figures 
given above refer to the third quarter of 1925, 
so that they are now nearly a year old. The 
wooIlen industry has notoriously been subject to 
specially adverse inBuences peculiar to itself: 
the competition of new products, changes of 
taste and the inBuence of the French exchange. 
Moreover, in particular cases a rise of price may 
indicate a more favourable; trade situation in that 
pa,.ticula,. commodity,. and, in any case, a fall in 
the price of a raw material and a fall in the price 
of the manufactured article are certain to be 
separated by a gap-so that there may be a pro
gressive adaptation, which is still continuing and 
which the figures quoted abQve only partly 
bring out. 
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§ 26 

The figures relating to Net Imports, Exports 
of U.K. produce and the monthly visible Adverse 
Balance of Trade since ~ beginning of 1924 
are set out in the adjoinmg 'table. 'Interest 
relates to the questions (I) what the tendency has 
been since the Return to Gold and (2) how the 
Excess of Imports has been.financed. 

The Table shows that the excess of imports 
" rises to a maximum in the fourth 9.uarter of the 
yeal'-a seasonal phenomenon assoaated with the 
autumnal crop movements. But it is clear that 
in 1925 and 1926 the excess 'I imports is at a 
higher level than in 1924. '];he year 1924, again. 
shows a higher average level than the year 1923. 
The average monthly excess of imports for each 
quarter since 1923 has been': 

l\lll3 192' IG!ti HlllJ 

IItQuartar 2.' , '3 34 3' 
2nd u II aa 34 34 
3rd .. '4 "1 za 
4th u 06 .. 4' - .-: - -
Monthly&verage 

for year 19 .0SI 33 3.1 (half you) 

"Chanao at Bula cnrIns to "'parallOll of Sou ....... Inland. 

The problem is to separate out the specific 
" influences exerted by the return to gold. The 
abnormally high figures of the second quarter 
of 1925 are cleal'ly affeCted by the fiscal proposals 
of the Budget "as well"as"by the return to gola: 
the position in the sCcond quarter of 1926 is 

'~."'Sh'l • 



IMPORTS AND EXPORTS, 19'4-6 

. . - 1936 1996 ... .... ... . '" ... .... ... 4th ... "'d 
Qr. Qr. Qr. Qr. Qr. Qr. Qr. Qr. Qr. Qr. -- ------ ---- - -

Total Importa .. , . 3°' '97 311 371 35' 3·6 .88 358 3" .8, 

Re-eq>orta .. , , .. 39 35 '9 37. 40 38 36 4' 37 30 

Retained Importa .. , . .63 .60 .8. 334 313 288 "52 3·6 284 '51 • 
f.:c. Exporta U.K. Produce '; 193 195 201 .06 '09 184 187 194 190 149 
~ . 
.... '"'rdis. Balanc. .. 7° 67 81 128 103 104 65 12. 94 10' 

'lret Importa Bullion 
• 

" 'i 3 3 5 • 
N"\, IIxporta BuUion , . 9 " 4 i 4 12 ., 
Aggregate Balance , , .. 61 63 80 129i 99 107 68 110 107 

! Mouthly A_ (including • 
Bulliou) .., 21 '7 43 33 36 3' 33 36 

IiloDth!rt!.._ (excluding 
, .. 

B . ) '3 .. 27 43 34 34 •• 41 31 34 
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clearly affected by the coal strike. Until the end 
of 1925 the embargo on capital exports also worked 
in the direction of dimimshing exports and thus 
Increasing the excess of imports. 

On the assumption that .. invisible exports" 
(less Balance of Governmenl Expenditure abroad 
over Receipts, averaged for the quarters) were 
equally distributed over the year, the successive 
phases of the situation can te summarised as in 
the table on page 78 : 
Th~ table illdicates that, since the second half 

of 1924, the balance available for disposal has 
shrunk. There was, in fact, no available balance 
to feed capital exports in the frst half of 1925. 
In the second half of 1925 the balance available 
for disrosal amounted to £28 millions. In 1924 
a smal surplus in the first part of the year went 
towards meeting a large deficit in the second half.·. 
Thus, if the country had had to meet the whole of 
its current liabilities it could have invested only 
some £30 milliorts in 1925 and some £60 millions 
in 1924. As it was, it invested some £230 
millions in the two yeafl: to the extent of £roo 
millions out ot its own resources llnd to the extent 
of £130 millions by resale of the loans elsewhere, 
or by short period borrowing. 

The conclusion, then, is that, on the face of it, 
in the last two rears we have borrowed, in the 
shape of increaSing foreign balances in London 
and in other WiJs, a$llm of considerably 'over 
£roo millions .... We hawe lent long £220 milliodll 
and borrowe;t ~hs>n, tlJO millions. Thus we 
are still paying our way'ud adding to the sum 



-- Balance Net _ .... - " .. In_ 
A_ 

0- 8urphlll or - - - - '0< ..... 
IlIoI>OIOI IleA ... 

'924 
.st Qr. '/0 -9 6. 97 +3

6
} 

2nd Qr. 
67 +3 t 

67 -4 63 97 +34 • 
3rd Qr. 8. -I 80 97 +17} .. 

68 -84 t 
4th Qr. 128 \ +'1 .291 97 -33 

• 
1925 

1St Qr. 103 -4 99 103 
+4} 39 -39 

2nd Qr. .04 +3 .07 19.3 .. ;-4 
]rdQr. 6, +3 68 .03 

+35} 49 -2' 

4th <:ls. 12. - .. '0] 103 -7 ... 
tTbe.klm' DI'W'O ill about. 110 1Di1l~ too IICJ"M,t owInit to b J'OWl4iDa ott or t.be ftriouepoqp 

~ in the mett.b&wllse baIanoEt. 
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total of the national wealth, but ;t a diminished 
rate. It is, however, clear that the rate at which 
our short-periocl indeptedntjSs grew during 1925 
climinished . as the year went 00. The evil of 
short-period boqowing, \f it is an evil, did not 
grow progressively worst!. 

It is, however, important to notice that in these 
estimates. there is considerable room for dif
ferences of opinion. '"nle .. invisible exports" 
are, in fact, pure conjecture.: and the estimates 
of t4c:. Boaqi ·pf Trade make no allowance for 
.. capital transactions" other than those arising 
from the olfer of capital in the London market. 
M,oreover, it would appear that part of the current 
excess of imports represented repayments for 
goods sold in the past: how large a part this is 
cannot be known, though the Board of Trad, 
JOllnla/ appears to give credence to the view 
that- in the case of Fran~.alone the amount 
involved during 19'2 S-6 was b s-{,'lo millions. 

Contrary to what appears to be the general 
view, the" invisible exports" as a whole have 
not been falling but .in9'easing in the la.st few 
years. The official view is that shipping 
earnings have declined, but income from abroad 
has increased. Some increase in the volume of 
the excess of imports is justified on this ground: 
and, it\ any case, the transfer of income through 
the growth of social services is likely to diminish 
the volume of o~r foreign investments in -the 
future, leaving the excess of imports larger. I 
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§ 27 
The fact that"a portion of the ~cess of imports 

has in the last .tFo years been financed by short 
period borrowings rai~s what is perhaps the 
most contentious of all !fte issues associated with 
the return of gold, viz. the financial policy pursued 
by the Bank of England. _ 

Two entirely dilfereA"t o issues are involved: 
what the Bank sho~ have done, and what it in 
fact has done since April, t92 5. , 

Assuming that British prices were, In {act, too 
high in comparison with gold prices in the outside 
world, the Bank was faced witll the question 
whether it should allow the maladjustment·tb 
continue or should bring it to an end as soon as 
possible. In order to bring the maladjustment 
to an end it had, in fact, the following alter
natives :Jt 

(r) A stable Bank rate accompanied by a loss 
of gold which it would do nothing to stop. Since 
a fall in reserves is accompanied by a decline in 
market balances open-market rates would rise. 
In orJer to prevent borrowing at the Bank at a 
rate below the higher Market rate, Bank rate 
would be gradually raised. ., 

Rising Bank rate', with a' stable exchange 
creates the difficulty, from the standpoint of a 
deflationist ~licy, that it attracts foreign balances 
an~ thus Widens the margin between Bank rate 
IRnd Market rate and checks the outflow of gold. 
Hence the rise in Bank rate; must be accompanied 
by an .. open-market!" policy, defIgned to reduce 
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the volume of funds in the market;' what it would 
have been if no foreign funds had come in. . 

I n this way, '\'he economic wessure exerted by 
higher rates for money, ac~omW1nied by a real 
red uetion in the volume·of funds, by a higher 
reserve ratio and/or sAiaUer absolute reserves, 
reinforced by the psychological effects on in
dustry of." cheap money" would force prices 
down. The price paid'would be a temporary 
incr!l.1.Se in the volume of. -qnemployment. 

(2) Or th~ a\i'nk c6vld gamble on raising prIces 
els~whell! by encouraging the export of large 
quantities of gold, and replacing gold in the 
halance-sheet by securities. To make this policy 
work with a maximum chance of success the 
B<lnk should have pressed for an amendment to 
the Bank Act of 1844 in order to enable it to use 
the gold now segregated and held against its 
notes, most of"'Which are in .culation and not in 
the Rest,-tve of the Banking Department at. all. 
The wisdom of this policy depends upon how 
large ita available gold reserves are, how large the 
area over which the expelledogold is to flow. and 
how great, therefore, clIe expected rise o( prices 
dsewhere will be, and what chances there are that 
its policy of golli dport will be neutralised by a 
l1(llic,}, designod to counter its own, on the part 
of other Central Banks. 

l\lahdjustment can, then, come to an end by 
the ad,\ptation either of a policy designed to biting 
British pri~es more into hne with thos~ of othea 
gold ~tllnd:\rd ~ountries OJ: by' .a policy designed 
to hnng gold standard )lrlces III the rest of the 

1'5 
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world to the level of British prices. The latter 
is the more risky policy, jince th~ gamble may be 

1: XABLE A 

• M . 
Net Gold • Marke, LonT. 

Bank R.1e F ...... ' aodNow 
Rate of Dil. MargiD R""",. York Open ...... OutBow 8 Dlths. Rate Mkt. OiL 

Rates. -- - -+- -- -192 5 " May 960 5 4·6g .31 3. • 1·5 

iune 494 5 •• 41 ·59 3. 1.3 
uly 684' 5 4·43 ·57 3. 1.3 

Aug. 10 72 -41 4.0, .48 • ,. 0·9 
Sept. '764 4i 3·79 .BI 3' 0·3 
Oct. 10278 .. 3·4' .58 3i 0.1 
Nov. 3561 4 3·go .10 3. . 0·4-
Dec. auS 5 4.11 ,'9 3. I •• 
1926 
Jan. 501 5 4.86 .14 .. 1.1 ... 
Feb. 1387 5 4.36 .64 .. 0.6 
Mar. 958 5 4.40 .60 f 0·7 
Apr. 259 5 4.38 .6. 4-3t 0.8 
May 2'661 5 .. 46 ·54 3 • 1.1 
June 9.8 . '. 5 4,'7 ·73 3' ,. • 

TABLE B • • Monthly Averagee ' 

"I I PubJk I ""'" I Total I Govt. /s.o 00" I T:i~ Deposita i Depolits Depoaib :SecuriUes unties.Sec - ReMrw 

1925 • 
May 15 IDS 120 h~ 74. 1I0i 27t lune 12 II3t 125' 40 73. II3' 37 
u1y 14 lIB 132 39 76 lIS 36 

Aug. 16 log 121' 3'" ~ 70 10' 39 
Sept. 18 112 130 38 • 7. III 36 
Oct. 10 106 II6 31 7" 104 31 
Nov. 17 108 125 39 75 It4 .6 
Dec. II "1 138 55 81 136 20 
1926 
JILQ,o- :A 112' 129 45 80 125 •• Feb. 107 135 47 78 125 '3 
Mar. 

~ 
10' . 12. 39 ~ 

116" '4 
Apr. lot 126 41 log '5 
May 19 104 "3 43. ·11 Itd ·7 
June 13 Its '31 45 75 130 '9 
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unsuccessful: the former is the more unpopular 
policy, since k. involvCf a temporary depression 
of trade. 

§ f8 
What did the Bank of England aotually do ? 
The examination of Bank of England policy 

I\lIs into, three parts, viz: 
(r) The question of Embargo, 
(2) The so-called Open-Market Policy of the 

Bank of England,' 
• (3) Bank rate, gold movements and the move

ments of foreign balances. 

(I) The Embargo on Foreign Issues was a 
perfectly .. unofficial" censorship exercised by 
the Bank (jf England, originally adopted in 1924-
with .the view, so i~was at t!lat Ume said, of 
keeping the market clear lor Reconstruction 
Issues ... It Jas continued," however, until Nov
ember, 1925, with the object, it is to be. ima&ined, 
of prl-ven ting too great a strain on" the exchanges 
at a lime when the price situation, here i:nd 
abroad, would have .enc0I1raged the e~port of 
gold. It had, in f.itt, no very marked success in 
tllis direction: fir thq, autumnal pressure was 
sufficient, as .Table A shows, to cause a net 
outflow of gtlld 'of nearly 1,20 millions. On the 
other hilnd, so long as the embargo could be 
maintained effectively, it made.a higher Bank rate 
less necessary-the obvious remedy for an excess 
of issues beyond the market's capaci. to absorb 
them. Thus the embargo played the same role 
in the policy of the &nit of England as the 
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rationing of credit did on the Continent: favoured 
borrowers paid a lower. rate thaa they would 
otherwise have had to do: On the other hand, a 
check to foreign issues did not prevent private 
buying of securities, to which extent the embargo 
was ineffective, and to the extent that it was 
effective, it hampered the development of exports 
and was obviously quite inconsistent either with 
the maintenance of London as an international 
financial centre or with the principles of the gold 
standard. But the lifting of the embargo, if it 
was not to mean additional pressure, implied lUI 

increase in the price of accommodation. The 
rise of the Bank rate in December, though plainly 
influenced by other considerations. also, was in 
part due to the removal of a censorship whick wa.q· 
both un popular ~ econOll1ically undesira\aie. 

('2) Writing in die Nation' on 6th February, 
19'26, Mr. Keynes ascribed t:bt utiemployment 
situat,ion ia Germany to the .. remorseless work.il\g 
of the same &eautifbl and reliable techniqtte by 
wIl'lch Governor Norman had previously achieved 
a comJ'¥llble figure itt En&land ... ·~ This implies 
that the domestic credit polit:y of the Bank ha4 
been a restrictive one: /lot Ilfcessarily workiAg 
by means of a high discount rate""oot by means of 
a withdrawal of funds frorv. the J1larltet by means 
of sales of securities. In the next month the 
Midland Bank, in its Circular for March-April, 
published an article entitled .. Bank of England 
Monetaryilolicy," designed to show thlLt the 
.. banking figures over the ten mon ths follow iug .. 

l N .... February Otb.lU26, p. 6H. 
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the return to gold provide at once a clear demon
stration of tlte practical working of the policy 
of stability and a striking eulogy of the skill 
employed in its execution." So far from the 
Bank deflating, .. it refused to be driven by panic 
into rigid adherence to some minimum reserve 
ratio and proceeded to buy investments or increase 
its loans to the market to the extent of the re
duction in the reserve." 

'The argument of the article, that the object of 
the Bank has been to place a constant mass of 
credit at the disposal of the market, is supported 
by a detailed examihation of the Bank's position 
at four distinct dates, spreading from 29th April, 
1925, to 24th February, 1926. At those four dates 
depOllits stood at £I2l millionS! though changes 

, in th, Reserve and iI. the St1IQ}Iities of precisely 
equal amoun,ts had taken place:. the net eff'ect 
being ¢at, over1the whole ten months, Deposits 
WIsl-e unchanged, the Reserve was .doWD £. 
millions and the Securities 'had i1lcreased bi., a 
similar amount. . 

The May1 \926 ~anking'lNumber.of the 
Ecolfo",ist rather 'ilirew cold water upon this 
a/gument, implyiug that a balance-sheet must 
always balance \l1ld that the four dates chosen were 
insufficient to Prove the point involved. Table 
B above does in fatt show that, quite apart from 
the end of the year and ~e half-year when 
.. wintow-dressing" notoriously atfects Banking 
figure the average monthly figtJ!eS of the 
.. Deposits" have fluctuated not inconsiderably. 
The important point is, however, this. The 
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Bank has not allowed movements in the Reserve 
to dominate the situation. Had it done so, 
Deposits should have fallen and risen with the 
Reserve. That they clearly have not done. 
Between May and August the Reserve expanded 
by £II! millions, the Deposits by only £s 
millions. Between August and November the 
Reserve fell' by b 3 millions: the Deposits 
remained unchanged. Between January and 
May, 1926, the Reserve rose by £s millions: the 
Deposits fell by £6 millions, the rise in the 
Reserve being offset by twi. as large a fall in 
the volume of securities. Thus, so far as the 
volume of banking accommodation is directly 
controllable by the Bank, it has pursued a policy 
of stabilisation, .in the sense of maintaining in 
the market as far .l1li .possible a constant volume of 
funds. .' . 

(3) This ver+ fact throws lig~t upon the other 
elements in the policy of the Bank. - ~' 
. (It) Witht'a comtant volume of funds placed 

. \t the disposal of the market by the Bank the 
price of money will (directly) filly with the 
state of demand. If' the margin between 
Bank rate and Market pte diminishes the Bank 
will be obliged to raise its rate. This will 
attract fresh funds from aBrald, other thin~s 
equal, and this in turn will cause the margm 
to increase. If.the margin increases the Bank 
is in a position' to reduce Bank rate, and will 
be able eo do this the more easily thlt lower 
rates are in the lending centres from which 
funds fte drawn. 
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. (b) Given this constant volume of funds 
employed by the Bank, the variable element on 
the su pply side of the market will be the 
volume of foreign funds employed. Manipu
lations of Bank rate and flow of foreign funds 
will be related to one another directly"", 

(c) Given, again, this policy of stabilisation 
of the volume of funds lent by the Bank, gold 
outflows must be treated as irrelevant nless 
the gold outflow coincided with a decline in the 
margin between Bank rate and Market rate 
here, and Market rate here and abroad. Gold 
outflow must thed' be treated as a sign, not of the 
Bank's OWl! credit policy, but of the decline of 
foreign balances. The Bank rate must then 
go up. If the outflow of gold takes place at a 
time when the twq.margip\ widen, the Bank 
must take no notice. 

If gold flowl in at a time "hen the home 
rnargin is narrowing (as it did in May, 1926) 
that can only be because,the IlliTgin between 
home and foreign rates is widening (as was tI,lso 
the case i. May). If the Bank then reduces 
its rate, this, to be consistent, must only happen 

-because subsequentlr the margin between 
Bank rate and Market rate here is widening, 
and '191 becaute the Reserve is increasing. The 
Bank rate must rise even if gold flows in, or 
the outflow of gold dinlinishes, if the home and 
foreign margin continues to narrow or does not 
wiJen. The Bank WllS thus quite consistent 
in raising the· rate last year in December after 
a period of narrowing rnargin :iIfrom this 
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point of view the Bank would also have been 
Justified in reducing the rate in May of this 
year, because with a narrowing margin here 
and a widening one, comparing London with 
abroad, the condition for an inflow of funds was 
present. 

§ 29 
One other element in the financial situation 

remains to be considered, viz. the extent to which 
the policy of the Bank of. England has been 
furthered I>y the assistance of other Central 
Banks. There are two banks whose actions must 
be considered in this connection-the Federal 
Reserve Bank of New York and the Bank of the 
Netherlands. 

The grant ot a revolving gold credit of 
200,000,000 Qollars by the Res~e System to the 
Bank of England was the occasion of vehement 
criticism by wrious parties in the U.S.A.' In 
point of fact, the Federal Reserve Board, in 
approving the arrangements, was moved by the 
perfectly logical considerations that the re
establishment of the gold standard would be 'an 

important step in the direction of the restoration 
of JIlonetary stability throughout the world, and 
that business and credit conditions in the U.S.A. 
itself would benefit therefrom. But this stabili
sation credit has not been made use of. The 
support which the Bank of England has in practice 
been afforded consists in the rate policy pursued 

I Por &be UIma at u....-.. -7'wI{fi"""" llIpI f/ '" F""" IUHfw 
...... pp.1M-18. 
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by the New York Bank in the autumn of 1925. 
Between loth and 23rd November, 1925, those 
Federal Reserve. Banks (other than New York) 
which had not already a 4% Bank rate raised 
their rate to this level, whilst the New York rate 
was kept at31%. Between August and October, 
1925. the margin between open-market rates here 
and in New York had fallen almost to vanishing
point. Had the New York rate been raised, the 
margin in favour of London might have been 
changed into a margin in favour of New York.' 
By not raising the rate the New York Bank thus 
prevented the outflow of ~old from this country 
being even heavier than It actually was, whilst 
the desire not to add to gold irnpQrts and to bring 
pressure on American business at a time of 
seasonal increase of demand fur accommodation 
provided the official reasons for not taking steps 
which, had ther been taken, would in fact have 
caused the Bank rate here to go up earlier than 
it actually did.' '. 

That the spread in the money market rates has 
dominated the Lon'!on-Amsterdam exch~ 
during 1925 has been shown in detail by Mr. J. 
Greid"nus.· The point with which we are 
concerned here is the policy of the Netherlands 
Bank. 

• The Bank assisted the Bank of England's gold 
valicy by large shipments of gold to an amount Of 

1 Th .bat a.Mt NtoW VOlt.: bdaDccs bit .. tJMD k....t em ~ .. ~ 
t.:orm. .. is" ~uu.teI~. U~'II1l. Tho mupa bet'ftilIIl LcmdccI. IWd N .... ~ YIJEk nt." DOt. ~"''W' ... ~l1lty __ W tel'- ai tbI ~.,.. fuDda.. 

.1'Gr the IIl1kIaI ~ at *' atdbtdt at .. Nw York It-.. .. 
... cit.. Po ... 
1.ur~_l""E ·""~"""'l ___ .... l""" 
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65 million Borins between June and August, 
I925; whilst the Bank also transferred to this 
ceuntry a portion of its American balances.' 
The assets of the Bank of England reached a 
total of £r 71 millions, .. a figure never before 
reached in the books of the Bank." 

The maximum figure, it j,s to be noted, was 
reached after a period-October-November, I925 
-during which gold flowed in large quantities 
to Holland. The quantity would probably have 
been larger still had not the Netherlands Bank 
followed the downward movement of Bank rate 
here. British Bank rate fell from 41%, to which 
it had been reduced on 6th August, to 4% on 
I st October. The Dutch rate fell on 3rd October, 
I925, from 4% to 31%. 

The Reserve System has specifically denied 
that it has entered into any commitment with the 
Bank of England" as to the policies to be pursued 
by either bank in dealing with domestic credit 
conditions or with changes in discount ,.tes ... • 
The Report of the Netherlands Bank is silent 
on the subject of any arrangement with the Bank 
of England, but points out that its gold shipments 
were not .. without importance for England" 
as they helped to disappoint those pessimistic 
opponents of the return to gold who had believed 
that the policy would be defeated by large gold 
pithdrawals.· Whether dictated by domestic 
considerations or not, the policy actually pursued 
by these two Banks was undoubtedly of import
ance in the first eight months of the restored gold 

a v ..... N.,." .... .s-.\ 18' ..... PI'- """'" • BepQrt, P. II. tlOp. elt.. p. t. 
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standard. Later, after .the turn. of the year, 
conditions changed somewhat. In accordance 
with domestic credit requirements, the Ne.., 
York rate rose to 4% on 8th January, whilst in 
the first three months of _the year 1926 the 
Netherlands Bank sold sterling freely in order to 
prevent the sterling t,ate from rising too much in 
Amsterdam, and thu's prevented gold shipments 
from Holland.' 

§ 30 

For its reliance upon the policy of encouraging 
foreign balances to Bow here,' and thus keeping 
the exchange at par without a radical revision of 
the price-level here, the Bank has been severely 
criticised. There is, in fact, flo difference, Mr. 
Keynes has argued, between (a) the policy of 
attracting foreign balances and the use of the 
emergency credits provided for when the gold 
standaN WlIS restored' (and not, so far, made use 
of). ,lind (b) between the policy of the Central 
BanI: here and in France, because in both cases 
foreign money is being employed without any 
a!tem pt at a radical revision of the internal 
sItuation. 

The first argument is valid. The second over
looks the fact that if the Bank of England has not 
deRated, it has, at any rate, tried to prevent tha 
maladjustment from becoming worse: that is, 
it has tried to prevent the inRow of gold from 

1 " ...... , p. t. ". &.k mid ..... to .. aIbIJUIIt 01 eo ~ of tor:ba. 
IE.........., J.,.,.,., p.1UI. 
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affecting the price-level by means. of its open 
market operations. But, all in all, the Bank has 
fallen between two stools. It has not gained the 
support of the cheap credit school, and its policy 
cannot be supported by those who believe that 
the Bank ought to' have restored equilibrium by 
allowing gold to go and pQces to fall . 

. The argument against the use of Bank rate as 
a means of attracting foreign balances can be 
overstressed, however, if it is used to imply that 
all the foreign balances now employed.in London 
are directly due to a higher Bank rate here than 
elsewhere. The funds placed here are, in fact, 
divisible into- thoi: which would be placed here 
in any case, those which are placed here in pre
ference to some other foreign centre partly for 
the sake of convenience and partly for the sake of 
higher earnings,. and those, finally, which are 
placed here only because London rates are higher. 
From the standpoint of Europe as a whole, given 
stability in rates of exchange, London 15 geo
graphically more convenient than New "\Iork, 
and the return to gold in itself encourlged 
transfers from New York. These balances have 
been added to as a consequence of the flight from 
the franc and the lira. The group of balances 
which pe directly influenced by movements in 
relative rates are thus only a part of a larger 

""hole. If the campaign against .. bad money" 
is interpreted as implying that the holding of 
foreign balances in London is to. be officially 
discouraged, then, of course, the place of London 
as an international financial centre is at an end. 
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Some such conclusion .is, in fact, implicitly 
contained in the logic of those who wish to pursue 
a nationalistic monetary policy, to the tune ot 
.. looking after the price-level and letting the 
exchanges look after themselves.'" 

t§ 31 

If recent controversies have done nothing else, 
they have at least shown the impossibility of a 
managed currency. The whole of the present 

, controvC!l'SY turns upon the comparatively simple 
issue of the relative advantages of two possible 
gold parity levels, and upon t~ 'toailequences of 
choosing one of these in preference to the other. 
In the course of the last year and a half the 
opponents of the gold standard have succeeded 
in doing what in the end must prove fatal to their 
own nlUch more ambitious policy: they have 
identified GlUrrency pqlicy with political personal
ities:. If only Mr. Churchill had never ~one to 

. the 'J;rC".lSury I If only" Queen Baldwin • could 
be tlIught elementary economics I If only the 
Micawbers of the City, living in'the atmosphere 
of hoping for something to turn up. could be de
posed in f;\Your of the CroItlwelIs of the Natiolf 
~~I • , 

The ease with which a campaign can be worked 
up and exploited, scepticism and ill-will generated"; 
and class-bitterness deepened. is shown~ by the 
campaign which Mr. Keynes has so brilhantly 
led. The fact that Mr. Keynes cannot be held 

• _ (;0('_:_ ., .... ~ p. ... 
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responsible for the wilder arguments of the anti
gold school, or for the ludicrous hopes which are 
held out as likely to result from its abolition, is 
beside the point. The point is that the present 
campaign proves, once and for all, that a currency 
policy which would require constant manipulation 
to be successful would mdimise the chance that 
its working would be distorted by political 
prejudice. Mr. Keynes and his followers have 
tried to kill the currency policy of the present 
Government: by identifying currency policy 
with presumed class-interests Mr. Ke'nes has 
taught all politicians a lesson which they are not 
likely easily '1:0 ·ft9rget. 

§ 32 

The logical case against the .. return to gold .. 
is not, of course, affected by the circumstances 
and considerations set fortl\-above. llut the case 
against the return to gold cannot be dislJllssed 
merely by froving, or attempting to pI'Ove, 
that some 0 the short-run consequences have 
been unpleasant; they may be worth while, on 
balance, even if contrasted only with short-run 
gains; still more.if contrasted with long-run 
gains.if As I have attempted to show in the 
theoretical section which precedes, and in the 
international survey which follows, this section 
of the"amphlet, the process of adjustment and 
stabilisation must expose the national economic 
organisation which is subjected to it to a certain 
degree of shock. That shock may be greater or 
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less, may occur sooner or later, according to the 
mode of adjustment adopted: it is the price which 
a particular economic society pays for having cut 
itself adrift from the world movement of prices 
and from a world standard of currency. The 
weat and overwhelming merit of the gold standard 
IS just that it implieSj18 world-level of prices, and 
that, in conse9,uence, changes in the position of 
classes and individuals, so far as they result from 
changes in prices, cannot be so ~ily attributed to 
the vagaries of particular politicians. But this. 
does not. decide the issue whether we ought not 
to have devaluated ra~er than .b.av,s insisted upon 
the ola par of exchange. 'Lw. ~w.rful streams 
of sentiment could be wtilisea against either 
alternative: the fear of ~ reductions against 
the one, the fear of loss of mternational financial 
prestige against the other. The final test of 
whether we have chosen the right alternative 
Ilepends lIpon whetl}er or not it will be possible 
to adjuSl: wages to the new scale of international 
~. 0", opportunity of a revision of general 
wage rates was missed at the end of the gene~ 
strike. Some modification of the inelasticity of 
trade union structure and of wages should then 
have been undertaken: not., of course, by indi
vidual employers fightin~ individual trad-.unions, 
but as part of a negotiated peace between the 
Government and the trade union movement as 
a whole. That opportunity was not ~en, and 
it is not likely to recur. There remains only the 
meth04 of particular wage reductions in particular 
industries; II. process already going on in the 
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unsheltered trades, and which is overdue, on 
grounds with which the gold standard has nothing 
to do, in the sheltered trades; 

Of course, supporters of the gold standard, 
or, rather, of the old parity, have to be prepared 
to face what odium attaches to the assertion of a 
belief in the necessity for , reduction of money 
wages-at iny rate, in such trades or services as 
are not directly influenced by the international 
price movement. At any rate, if the arguments 
previously set forth are correct, they will have the 
consolation that under no monetary standard, 
not even a paper ope, is the adjustment of relative 
wages to oni ab.tpet.' and' of W'lIges as a whole to 
other price-llldices, so. automatic that, on general 
social grounds, the gold standard is to be rejected 
wi. derision. 

(2) STABIU~TION pouey IN SCANDINAvO 

(a) Swe"-

§ 33 
The Swedish gold standard was resumed at 

the old parity of exchange-J.73 Swedish crowns 
to the dollar-on 1st April, 1924, the only 
modifi\ijltion being diat gold imports were made 
a legal monopoly of the Central Bank. At that 
time neither wholesale prices nor cost of living 
figures .fere eq.uilibrated with those of America,' 
but the situatIon had been much modified in 
the course of the years immediately prior to the 
resumption of gold payments. 
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It is clear, from the above table that, during 
1921 and 1922, when the gold cost of living was 
highest in Sweden relatively to the United States, 
the exchange had not succeeded in adjusting the 
two price-bases, and that the Swedish crown was 
seriously overvalued by the exchange. Un
employment also tended to.J:Je higher, the greater 
the disparity in the two. By the end of 1923, 
however, the disparity on cost of living basis was 
almost, if ·not completely, eliminated. The 
Swedish crisis had, therefore, been gone through 
before the return to gold, instead of after the 
return. . l' "_ .. 

The position ttl 1 924 its~f an~ in the subsequent 
period Ii summarised in the table on page 99. 

it will be noted that the Swedish exchange was 
not at par when gold payments were resumed .. 
Par with the dollar was not reached till November, 
1924: the Swedish crown was at a pretl'lium 
between December, 1924, an~ April, 1925, and AAs 
since been fluctuating narrowJy within the !1eigh
bourhood of par. How has purchasingfower 
parity been affected 1 The relevant figures 
,u-e: 

• 

M_ IUDe Sept. Doc. Ju .. Sept n.e. 
1 ... ... ISH 1 ... 1 ... lun Iia5 

Swedish cost of . Ii Yin g in crowns 
Swedish cost of 

173 171 '74 178 176 175 174 

living in dollars 170 169 17' '79 175' 175 17. 
American cost of . 
living " '70 ,69 171 '73 '7. '78 
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'IJlus, up to September, 1924, the fact that the 
Swedish exchange was above par reduced the 
dollar cost of living to the Amencan level; when 
the Swedish 'Crown rose above par it raised the 
Swedish cost of living 3-4% above the American 
level. By the end of 1925, though the Swedish 
crown was at par, the Swedish cost of living was 
3% below the American. This analysis confirms 
the view of Professor Cassel, based upon whole
sale price indices, who, Witing at the beginning 
of 1925, expressed the ~ew that" it must be 

~. 
posed that'the present rate of exchange, about 

to 0 above par, shows some overvaluation ..• .
here is every reason to contend that the Swedish 

krona wiU!, reference to its. internal purchasing 
power in relation to that of the dollar ought now 
to 6'e somewhat below its gold par.'" 

It may also be noted that the tendency for the 
ratio of cost of livin~ prices to wholesale prices 
to widen is I?resent m Sweden also. In March, 
1924, the ratio was 107-that is, the rise in the 
cost of living figures was 7"10 more than the rise 
in wholesale prices. By March, 1926, the relation
ship was 100 I 116. This widening in thQ ratio 
is the same, or almost the same, as that in Great 
Britain, and appears to be having some effect 
upon the leVel of employment. 

The return to the gold standard was not 
accomplished without pressure on the reserves 
of the Central Bank. The total stock of gold and 
foreign exchange fell from 384,000,000 Swedish 

! "s-dm .. Rxpdeooeof IbeGoJdStandanl "ID~ ~of. s· ..,. .... 
• mN' W*' .... Ho.lo11816. S.alIoT .... ~N __ .Mq.l~ 
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crowns in January, 1924, II' a minimUJ'Q. of. 
316,000,000 in May. To relieve the pressure 
not inconsiderable emergency credits were ar
ranged in New York (25,000,000 dollars in May, 
renewed for twelve months in May, 1925), 
together with short-term discounting of Treasury 
bills (20,000,000 dollars repaid in September 
and October, 1924) and a long-period loan on 
behalf of the State. The position of the Swedish 
Central Bank was, ho~ver, complicated by the 
fact that, exceptionally; gold was cheaper in 
StockhoTm than in London. Whether the rise 

fPf the Swedish crown above parity at the end of the 
year was the rcsult of deliberate policy to check 
this special drain, Qr whether it ~:.due to a 
temporary cheapness of the dollar, .. IS a ma.tter 
which must be left open,'" 

(b) NQI"/l)IlY III1fd Denmark' 

§34 

Th~ essentia1 facts in the Danish and Nor
wegian situation are simple enough. Within 
a period of two years the exchange has risen so 
rapidly that the gold cost of living, which during 
1924 was still markedly below the Amcrican 
level, had by thc end of 192 5riscn to a parity with 
the American in the case of Norway, and was 
somewhat above the American in the case of 
.~"" ........ " 
'Fur dftaIt oIl"/1'{'CftS.. II ' .. c.....I ..... l~ ....... t 

IhIiIIfuq ., ,., .s..a a.....a ""'$ 
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Denmark. In th. Danish case the rise is a 
continuous one: in Norway the deviation was 
greater in. September than it was subsequently, 
because between September and December the 
exchange w~s allowed to fall, and the cost of 
living also fell 13 points. In 1926 the cost of 
living has continued to fall and the exchange to 
rise, and the gold cost of living has risen some
what. In both countries the turn of the year was 
marked by very hea~. unemployment, partly 
seasonal in character, bufclearlyin part due to the 
maladjustment of prices and exchange. 

The causes of the situation are well known,. 
In July, 1924, there was created a Monetary 
Advisory" Committee in ~enmark, which re
pOrted on 5th November ... ,It decided that the 
time had not yet corne definitely to decree the 
devaluation of the currency, but that everything 
shoulQ be done to stop the depreciation of the 
Danish crown. ThemlOirnurn value, below which 
the Danish crown was not to be allowed to fall, was 
65 ore gold for I crown paper, and the dollar was 
to be maintained at this figure (17-4 American 
cents to the paper crown). The Conunittee 
thought that thlS rate ought to be maintained up 
to 1st July, 1925. After this date the price of 
the dollar should be reduced during the three 
following quarters in stich a way that the gold 
value of the crown should progressively increase, 
on a scale the details of which should be fixed 
by common accord between the National Bank 
and the Finance Ministry. 

This was, it will be noted, a plan based on the 
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celebrated British Resumptioa Act of 1819, by 
the terms of which, also, the gold value of the 
pound was to be gradually raised .. An Act 
based on this idea was ratified on 20th December, 
192+. Inconvertibility of the note was main
tained till 31st December, 1926 •. The dollar 
was to be maintained at 5.7+ Danish crowns in the 
first half of 1925; at 5.60 crowns in the second 
half of 1925; at 546 crowns up to July, 1926 ; 
and at 5.32 crowns up to December, 1926. 
These rates correspond to 174, 17.8, 18.3, 
and 18.8 American gold cents to the paper 

,p'Own. 
In the firSt half of 1925 the actual rates fell 

so mew hat below the rates thus fixed, but the 
actual deve!opment·RJ.lite outran expectati0ll8 in 
the second half of the year. Speculation.anti
cipated the future, and by the end of the year the 
actual market rate was very near parity (~.8604 
cents; par 26.799 cents). The Cen~'Bank 
did attempt to check the rise by lowering its 
discount rates from 7 to 6, and then to 51%, but 
by May, f 926, the marke! rate of 26.202 cents was 
only 3% from parity. At the end of 1925 the 
gold cost of living was ~ points above the Ameri
can. The exchange thus overvalues the crown, 
but not, rresumably, very much: though the 
volume 0 unemployme1\t indicates the severity 
of the recent criSIs, and would seem to show that 
wage !".ltes are too high. Hourly wage rates in 
Copen hagen at the beginning of 1925' were, as 
compared with 1913: 
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• 
Kr. per boor . UDSkilled Worken' 

Date to'. 
Blieklayen: Building ""="' Printing 

Com .... _ 

....... ""'" 
1913 0186 0. 61 5 0.485 0.57 1 0.78 
1925 '·76 2.12 1.51 • ·59 2.08 

32 1% 375% 308% 280% 266% 
. 

The cost of living was about 21 times what it was 
in 1914. If wage rates have not since fallen, it 
is clear that, with cost of living and exchange at'! 
their present levels, Danish labour costs must be 
very high. 

In Norway a CommissiQj). of seven was ap
pointed in mid-September, i<)25, to investigate the 
position of the exchange. The Bank of Norway 
at the same time announced that its efforts were 
directl!Q towards a slow amelioration of the value 
of the 'Norwegiart crown. But specula~,)fl and 
credit-restriction had already driven up the 
exchange by 331% from the beginning of tht 
year, and the gold 'cost of living had mounted by 
some 23%. The Committee reported in Jan
uary, 1926, arguing that there was no practical 
interest in raising the rate progressively up to 
par, and that actual financial and economic 
conditions permitted neither the establishment of 
at programme for the definitive resumption of 
gold payments nor the attainment of the old 
parity. On the other hand, the stabilisation of 
the crown at approximately the acrual rate of 
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exchange could be undertaken with success, and 
the Committee theref6re recommended that the 
Bank of Norway should engage itself to ;naintain 
the value of the dollar to be as near actfJal rates 
as possible, wit, a determinate maximum and 
minimum. In J~e, 1926, an Act was passed by 
which the NtlPwttian Government concluded an . 
agreement with the Central Bank, destined to 
reinforce control by the "Bank over the exchange 
value of the Norwegian crown, and especially 
to prevent speculation. 

Obviously the best war to prevent sreculation 
is to fix a definite rate. At the end 0 1925 the 
gold cost of living was at par with the U.S.A., 
so that a rate in the neighbourhood' of I krone-
20-2 I cents should.,n,llt overvalue or undervalue 
the currency unduly.' But, as in the case of 
Denmark, the level of money wages may be out 
of touch with wholesale pricei and the cost of 
living. . 

(J) STABI LlSATION POLICY IN CENTRAL EUROPE 

(iI) H olumJ 

§ 35 
The position up to the end of 1923 is set forth 

in the table on page 108. . 
During 1910 and 1921, then, the American' 

cost of living was higher than the Dutch, though 
the disparity had almost disappeared by the end 
of the latter year. The year 1922 marks a yeA in 
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which the Dutch co~tg'f living, equilibrated with 
the American through the rate of exchange, is 
higher than the American, though agajn by the 
end of the year there is no dispari'ff, It is 
interesting to observe that during this year the 
level of unemployment, though affected by an 
obvious seasonal faetor, does not fan to the same 
minimum levels as in the two previous years. 
In 1923 there is practical coincidence between the 
two costs of living, but unemployment remains at 
a high level; though this IS,no doubt, to be 
ascribed primarily to contUtions in the Ruhr and 
Germany generally, and not to currency questions. 

Conditions in 1924 and 192$-Holland re
turned to gold simultaneously With this country 
-are summarised ia 1I1e table on page 110. 

During 1924 the exchange at first undervalued 
and then overvalued the Dutch florin on a cost 
of living basis. Unemployment falls to a mini
mum ot 5.8 in June, and, though it rose seasonally 
at the end of 1924 (coinciding with the period of 
overvaluation), it did not touch again the high 
level of January, 1924. The favourable develop
ment in Germany was clea!ly affecting the situation 
in Holland also. In June of 1925 the Dutch cost 
of living was again somewhat above the American, 
and in 1925 unemployment did not fall to the same 
low level as in J924, whilst the seasonal increase 
in the winter was somewhat above that of 1924-5, 
thQugh not very much above. The figures seem 
to warrant the statement that by the time Holland 
returned to the gold standard its internal PrlF
Jevel had become fairly well adjusted to the world 
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price-level, so that th6 actual formal adoption of 
gold did not make much difference. How far 
wages have become adjusted is a different.matter, 
but the fact that unemployment, in spite~ of the 
repercussion of depresSion in Germany, has not 
sensibly risen, is some evidence that real wages 
have not been rising. 

(") Polalld 

§ ~6 
The Polish currency was stabilised in the early 

part of 1924. By the end of the year exchange 
was already somewhat under par with the dollar, 
and by the end of. 1925 had again lost almost 
50% of its nominal gold value. Unemployment 
fell to a minimum in May, 1924, more tha. 
doubled in twelve months, and doubled again in 
the next twelve months. The exchange first 
gave way seriousl,. in August, 1925. The gold 
cost of living reached a maximum ottl"""", and, 
under the influence of a falling exchange; has been 
decreasing ever since. Wholesale prices, in terms 
of gold, also rose during 192.10 and the first half 
of 1925, to give way under the influence of a 
falling exchange. AJ no time did the cost of 
living or the wholesale index number touch world 
rarity on the basis of the index numbers available. 
The explanation of the renewed Polish crisis 
must seemingly be sought elsewhere than in 
Polish prices risin~ above world prices. To 
~begin with, the stabilisation of the Polish exchange 
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took place just at the moment when cost of living 
prices were rising faster than wholesale prices. 
At ,the beginning of 1923 gold wholesale prices 
stood at- 77 ; cost of living prices at 58. By the 
end of 1923 gold wholesale prices stood at 95 ; 
the cost of living index at 80.' During 1923 the 
cost of living index rose from 75% of wholesale 
(gold) to 84% of wholesale (gold). In January, 
1924, the ratio was Il2: by June, 1924, cost of 
livjng prices were 24% above wholesale. In 
January, 1925, they were still 20% above whole
sale: by the end of the year they were 10% above 
wholesale. To this extent the problem is one of 
disproportionate movements of different price 
series. 

But the movement of relative prices is not 
the only factor to be taken into account. Consider 
Bext the economic situation. The normal effect 
of a period of inftatioB is to devour the real 
resources of the community. The effect of the 
stabilisari~ of the currency is ~ reveal the absence 
of real refources, and, by removing the exchange 
risk, to encourage foreig,llloans. On the economic 
side these loans are reflected in an excess of 
imports over exports. If the funds so lent are 
short-period credits, the foreign currency reserves . 
of the Central Bank are ~ble to pressure if, 
for any reason, these credits are caIled. During 
1924 the deficit of the harvest caused an importa
tion of foodstuffs, and, therefore, the volume of 
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credits abroad to be larger in amount. The 
danger to the Central Bank increased. The bad 
harvest directly affected employment ill agricul. 
ture, and reacted on the position of Industry. 
The industrial situation was in itself affected by 
the difficulties with Germany and the genera\1y 
unsatisfactory position of the iron and steel 
industries. But the excess of imports continued 
to Au~st, 1925, which shows that-apart from 
.. invisible" items-additional foreign credits 
mils t have been obtained.' 

The rise of prices in 1924 was produced, not 
only by an increase in the volume of Central 
Bank currency, but also by a not inconsiderable 
issue of silver and paper token moneys by the 
State. By the end of 1924, when the circulation 
of the Bank of Poland amounted to SSO million 
zlotys, the net circulation of State tokens amounted 
to I2J million zlotys. a The issue of these moneys 
played a not inconsiderable part in the budgetary 
pollcy of the Pol~ Government, but, since the 
country clearly required a larger cirdllation than 
it did at the time when .. ~veryone was .Beein& from 
the local currency, thff source of Issue IS not 
important. \Vhat is important is that the amounts 
of such currency continued to increase after 
the Bank ?f P<:,land)!.ad begun to ~etire i~ n.otes. 
The declme m thl Bank-note Issue IS Itself 
associated with the beginnin& of the crisis in 
midsummer 1925, and that In turn with the 
i1Ji<!uidity of the Commercial Banks. This led 
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to a retirement of deposits and a partial cessation 
of payments by the Banks,' this in turn provoking 
distrust, to sales of zlotys abroad, a cancellation 
of foreign credits: a movement which the Bank 
assisted by limiting its sales of foreign currency 
from July, 19:15.' 

The policy of credit restriction upon which the 
Bank relied thereafter may be sound or unsound: 
but it is certain that it is useless to carry on such a 
policy if it is accompanied by an expansion of the 
volume of Government money. This is recog
nised by the Bank itself: "In the actual con
ditions of the country deflation has not given 
results of consequence, in view of the diminution 
of the Bank's influence on the money market as a 
result of the.much too large paper-money issues 
of the Government.'" 

It is an old rule that restriction of facili ties 
during a crisis makes the crisis worse. But this. 
rule is subject to an important unwritten premise 
-" provided that the exchanges are stabilised." 
The absenol: of credits from~road is caused by 
the {allinl exchange: if the Bank of Poland 
attempts to take the pla<* ot such foreign assist
ance It is trying to w,ake water run uphill so long 
as it has not succeeded in stabilising the exchange: 
for every increase in the circulation adds to 
distrust, and, consequently,~ the flight from the 
currency. The fact is that in Poland the policy 

1~_""""_."_. __ lf".p.lL 
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of Bank and of Government have been at cross 
purposes in recent months, and the ultimate cause 
of the difficulty IS probably a non-recognition of 
the fact that, though stabilisation may effec~ al) 
immediate improvement in the situation, it 
cannot overcome the handicap imposed by a 
.previous process of enfgitfenmg-of the gutting 
of real ,resources. provoked by inflation. 

(c) Germany 

§ 37 

By the time the German currency was pro
visionally s,abilised-in November, I92J-it was 
clear that the intoxicating effects of inflation had 
worn themselves out. The optimistic view, 
which was at one time fashionable, that an endless 
boom could be maintained by thejiimple expedient 
of endless inflation, received i1:l- death-blow as 
soon as it became obvious that th"e rate at which 
the value of a currency declines is more than 
proportionate to the increase in its quantity. 
The value of the German currency was exceed
ipgly low': prices, though not at world level, were 
fluctuating directly with the dollar value of the 

. currency: trade became more and more impos
sible as hoarding of goods replaced sales for cash. 
In any case,' the creation of the rentenmark and 
the stabilisation of the paper mark in terms of 
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the former did not immediately relieve the situa
tion: throughout the first guarter of 1924 
unemployment remained at a hIgh level, though 
already with a falling tendency, whilst the volume 
of the" industrial credits" of the various Central 
Banks was showinga marked tendency to expansion. 
Between January and April, 1924, they in fact 
doubled. The monetary counterpart i. to be 
se('n in an expansion of the note circulation of the 
Reichsbank from 484 million reichsmarks to 
690 millions, and an increase in the rentenmark 
circulation from 1,'200 millions to 1,700 millions. 
But so long as the demand for currency per capita 
11\'aS expanding, the increase in the volume of 
circulatIon would not necessarily exercise any 
marked effect upon prices. In any case, the 
process by which the price-level would ultimately 
be raised was already at work. General prices,. 
in fact, remained ~teady in the first quarter of 
1914: Dr. Elsa .• 's index of the cost of living and 
the Reichs ind~ both show a slight fall.' Real 
wages showed a rise of five points.. i~ the first 
quarter-from 74 to 79. . 

In April. 1924. the first important event of the 
new era"took place-the R~ichsbank, alarmed by 
a weakening of the international quotation of the 
stabilised currency, bt"g-an to ration credit on 
April 7th. It limited its volume of discounts to 
the amount oll!standin~ on that date, although 
und~rtaking to redistribute amounts among the 
various classes of borrowers in accordance with .. 
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convenience.' It thus becomes necessary to ask, 
first, how German economic life has developed 
since that date, and to what extent monetary policy 
has acted as a restraining or lubricating factor. 

The position, broadly speaking, is of continuous 
improvement from the beginning of the second 

. quarter of 1924 to the end of the third quarter 
of 1925. The Konjunkturinstitut, indeed, finds 
in the events of 1924-5 an exemplification of a 
complete trade-cycl~depression from November, 
1923, to June, 1924: revival from June to Jan
uary, 1925: boom from February, 1925, toSeptem
her: a crisis in the last quarter of that year, and 
depression from February, 1926, onwards. But 
this is, perhaps, too schematic to account for the 
detailed movements of particular indices, though 
it may give a correct enough impression of the 
general trend. 

The index of especially sensi~ve commodities 
(reagible1l Ware1lpreise), comprising scrap, bar
iron, lead, zinc, hides, hemp, linen, yarn, rye, and 
wheat, prepared by the Konjunkturinstitut, shows 
that the maximum was reached in January, 1925, 
with an index of 1641 (1913 = 100). The prices 
of i1ldustrial raw materials reached a ma1imum of 
152 as early as May, 1924, and have fallen almost 
uninterruptedly since, being only 131 at the end 
of .1925. The prices of industrial finished pro
ducts reached a first maximum of 158.5 in MaYI 
1925, feU to new minima of 143 in August and 
December, 1924, rose from thence to a fresh 
maximuln of 154 in September, 1925, and fell 
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continuously thereafter. Thus the first category 
of goods rose by nearly 37% in thirteen months, 
and then fell by 23% in eleven months: the 
second category first rose by 5% in fi~e months, 
and then fell.by 14% in nineteen months; while 
the third cate~ory first rose by 2% in five months: 
fell by 4.5% m seven months: then rose by 8% 
in nine months, and then fell again. The general 
index number .f the Fra1llifurter ZeitunK shows 
five wave movements: (I) a fall from January to 
3rd July, 1924, from 142 to 130; (2) a rise from 
thence to February, 1925, from 130 to 147; (3) 
a slight fall to the end of May (141); (4) a rise 
to 143 in August, 1925, and then four months in 
which the index stands at 1# (roughly); (5) a 
period of falling prices, b~gi',lning at the end of 
January, 1926, and contlnumg, the figure for 
July being only 135. These movements partly 
agree with, partly contradict, the schematic 
representation of the trade-cycle set.forth above. 

§ 38 
Unemployment fell continuously from January, 

1924, to July, 1925. During thIS period three 
sub-periods are noticeable: the first, from J an
uary, 1924, to September, 1924, during which the 
trade union index of unemployment fell from 
26.5% to 10.5"k: a second period, ending in 
April, 1925. during which it fell from 8-4% to 
4.3% ; a third, June to August, 1925, when it 
was stable at 3.5"/0. From that time to February, . 
1926, it rose continuously, reaching a maximum 
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of 23% in February, 1926. Since that time it has 
fullen somewhat to 18% in July. The figures of 
the numbers receiving unemployment relief move 
closely with the trade union index of unemploy
ment. Wage rates, both for skilled and unskilled 
workers, continued to rise throughout the whole 
period, and only began to show a slight fall in 
April, 1926 : the cost of living reached a maximum 

, (145: 1913-4-100) in August, 1~5, on the basis 
of the Statistical Office Index, and 134 on the 
basis of the Elsass Index in September: real 
wages reached 99 (1913 -100) in November and 
1°4 in January, 1926. Thus, depression in 
Germany and in this country have succeeded in 
bringing real wages somewhat above the pre-war 
level. This development is in part an expression 
of world factors (i.e. the general tendency of world 
prices to fall)': partly of the ad{'ustment of 
German prices as a whole to the wor d-Ievel, and 
partly of the adjustment of German prices to one 
another. Of the three series of industrial prices 
those of .. finished products" have varied least, 
and during part of the {'eriod were falling whilst 
the prices of the .. sensitive" commodities were 
still rising.' hence profit-margins must have been . 
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diminishing: wage costs must also have risen, 
except in so far as higher money wages were 
offset by weater efficiency. Further, whilst up 
to March, 1925, the level ot wholesale prices was 
higher than the cost of living level, since that 
time the situation has been reversed: in March, 
1925, the ratio of cost of living figures to wholesale 
was 93, by October, 1925, it was 100, and in June, 
1926, it was 103. Both wholesale and cost of 
living indices have been falling, but the former 
less than the latter. 

§ 39 
The second <)uestion is, what part has monetary 

policy played m this development? The turn 
of the economic tide came, clearly enough, in 
the autumrr of 1925, up to which time unem
ployment continued to fall. What had been the 
policy of the Central Banking authorities up to 
that time? Up to the end ot 1924 the Reichs
bank adhered to its policy of rationing, though it 
increased the quota by 10%, admitted three 
months bills and Bank acceptances to discount, 
made advances to the Prussian State Bank in 
order to assist the discount market for trade 
blJls, lowered its discount rate for foreign bills, 
and reduced t~e discount rate at the Gold Dis
count Bank from 10% to 8%.' During 1925 the 
Bank rate was itself 'reduced to 9%, the discount 
rate of the Gold Discount Bank to 7% in May and 
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to 6% in bctober, and the Reichsbank further 
agreed to discount the .. acceptances of certain 
first-class banks and bahkers without ,(ncluding 
them in the aggregate total which it had laid down 
for the granting of credit." Nevertheless, the 
.. strict credit policy introduced in April, 19204. 
in the interests of the currency could not 
be given up before the month of (December, 
1925 .... 

There was, then, some relaxation of credit 
control in the course of 1925. During 1924, even, 
there is noticeable a distinct growth in the volume 
of .. industrial credits" afler October: between 
A pMl and July the figure is almost constant. In 
1925 the volume rises from 2,923 millions in 
January to a maximum of 3,301 in July; after, 
that there is a slow and then a fairly rapid decline. 
But these figures are not in themselves conclusive 
in any way: the Reichsbank might ration credits, 
but it does not follow that German industry was, 
therefore, deprived of assistance. The high rates 
of interest and of diSiCQunt simply meant that 
alternative sources of supply, the international 
money markets, might be drawn upon. Foreign 
money lent to German industry and to German 
municipalities was just as efficacious in providing 
credit as the discount of bills at the Relchsbank, 
.. for foreign credits, not directly used to pay for 
imports, can only be employed in Germany after 
conversion into reichsmarks. The purchase of 
foreign exchange, moreover, was in conformity 
with the currency policy of the Bank. If it had 
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refused to accept large sums in foreign exchange 
there would have been danger of losing the 
stability t>f the currency, and of causing the over
valuation of the mark as compared with foreign 
currencies.'" It is true that the Bank does not 
like short-term credits, and used its power to 
get at.tempts by municipalities to borrow abroad 
to be placed under official control' ; nevertheless, 
without taking into account the volume of 
foreign borrowing; a proper picture of the German 
credit situation in recent years cannot be obtained. 
The very policy of dear money which prevented 
borrowing from the Reichsbank stimulated foreign 
lending: the policy of the Reichsbank is to be 
regarded as one which throws on to other centres 
the provision of funds-a policy which at one and 
the same time reduces the .. fiduciary" volume 
of notes and increases the total of all notes, in 
so far as ~he notes are issued against foreign 
currency balances 01.. bills sold to the Bank for 
German mark notet or balances. 

There was, in fact, thrQllghout the whole period 
of stabilisation, an uninterrupted increase In the 
volume of currency until the first quarter of this 
year. The figures of the various authorities 
(Reichsbank, Reichsbank Commissioner, Kon
junkturinstitut) do not quite agree, but the 
general picture they give is in all cases the 
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• Op. ell .• p. 8; Rr,.".. f1/ tI¥ A('''''·~, Jtm4, '~2B, p. '1. T'bC! 'lI"!f\f·{;aJrnlI 
estlm . .IItf!:ll tbe "olume of ION!:ln loans dunIl8 I9t(o.t l:!M milhCIID R'kllul)lllk.s.. nlll 
Ret<:IJ~Nrd R",m states Ula, "C&f'IW to tbe e.tlIllatN \-aJne 0.1 ~. Qu.l.h.lrd~ "f 
teJoch$mou"ia. hOld pound hlto u.c couulry bvm .bNoW." 1'hu.. ~t>ly, Iacl~oes 
&bun. penoQ credit&. 
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arne. By qharters the development has' been as 
ollows: 

'92. 1St Qr. '00 
2nd Qr. "4 
3rd Qr. '34 
4th 8;.' '53 ,g2, 1St . ,60 

2nd 8:' '1' 3rd . ,8. 
4th Qr. ,86 

Ig26 ,st Qr.' ,8. 

It is, of course, perfectly true, as Mr. Keynes 
,as argued, that the .. real interest" rate rel?re
ented by a given nominal rate will rise if prices 
ither do not go on rising, or even start falling. 
Irom this point of view, the fact that the Bank 
ate did not fall as rapidly as prices certainly 
xercised a deterrent influence, and to \hat extent 
he Reichsbank pursued the hateful policy ot 
estricting cre.;lt. The real qpestion is, however, 
vhether, if the Reichs.bank had 1/ot exercised 
)ressure, say, in the second half of 1925, the 
:xpansionist tendencies in German industry would 
lot have gained ground. Up to June, 1925, 
vith unemployment falling (as measured by the 
rade union index) almost to vanishing point, 
he policy of the Reichsbank can hardly be 
.everely criticised. After that time-and es
lecially in November. and December, when 
menlployment was rising enormously-it may 
)e argued that the Reichsbank ought at once 
o have reduced its rates. It did, in fact, reduce 
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them considerably in the first half of 1926, so 
that the rate is now (at 6%) only moderately 
above the British Bank rate, and considerably 
below the rate at the end of 1925. The ques~ion, 
'then, resolves itself into one of asking whether 
Bank rate ought not to have come down two 
months earlier. Perhaps it ought; but it does 
not followlaat unemployment would immediately 
have been relieved. The advocates of .. leave it 
to the Central Bank to manage" have, unfor
tunately, riot yet found the magic formula by 
which the managers of such Banks can rid them
selves of all the difficulties of a managed currency, 
even when they are only trying to peg their 
currency to the dollar. An element of dis

,cretion mltst remain, and, so long as this is the 
case, it is easier to look back and see what ought 
to have been done than to look ahead and judge 
what it isa best to do under the circumstances. 

(4) TilE SITUATION IN THE LATIN COUNTRIES 

§¥I 
In all these countries the general position is 

superficially much the same. In all of them the 
gold cost of living is still far below the world 
level: in all of them there have been plans, 
sometimes avowed, sometimes hidden and dis
cernible only from the pgures of the Central 
Bank, for the stabilisation of the local currency : 
in all of them unemployment is low, and jndustry, 
on the whole, prosperous: in all of them the 
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:endency is for gold accountancy and gold 
:ontracts to take the place of contracts in terms of 
:he local unit: in all of them the currency has 
'ccently been showing signs of greater instability, 
md in all of them the true methods of reforrll 
Ire supplemented, partly for .. {1sychological .. 
~easons, and partly because of Ignorance and 
,rejudice, by a whole series of specioqs deviCe&
inancial dictatorships, control over speculation 
Ind the exchanges, the re-introduction of war
~read, Press campaigns against the foreigner and 
the s~culators; in a word, the mobilisation of 
mob-InStinct and nationalist sentiment. 

There are, however, not unimportant diIFer
ences. The first is that in France and in Belgium 
the Budget is unbalanced-or, rather, would have 
i>een unballUlced without the use of inflation (it" 
is too early to speak of the ultimate eIFects of 
the new taxes in France' and the finan~al "dicta
torship,'" coupled with the compUlsory funding 
of the floating debt, in B~gium)-whereas in 
ltaly the Budget not only balances., but the 
Government has been able to accumulate large 
balances at the Central Bank which, in the eyes 
I)f some observers of the situation, are the .. crux 
of the present situation, which lies, not in the 
balance of payments, not in the Budget situation, 
but in the risk of an increase in note-issues 
consequent upon an unforeseen obligation causing 
the Treasury to withdrtw deposits from the Bank 

• ..........,. 11 • .NJ. 1", P.lOt. 
l.f~ "'ttl July, Inc.. 1br JWcIa 9ta .. ~ .a CD ..,. ..... tD _ 
IU~ ~puI"; ad oJ. • ~ tv IN1bucb of...-- tIbarw, aIw* 
In ttl be UIOI!II a faaDdaae n-, ... Wlmc daD ..., ill ~ 1IIII.t 
'''.SiO~ 
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of Italy. The monetary problem, from a strictly 
monetary point of view, can be put thus; how 
to keep the total note-issue under the 20 billion 
level, even when the public deposits are reduced 
.cb their normal level of, let us say, 500 million 

. lire ... • _ But, as it is admitted by the Economist 
correspondent that the Government balances are 
in fact already being lent out by the Bank, it does 
not follow at all that a redistribution of these 
balances must affect in any way the total note
issues. However that may be, at the moment 
the Budgetary position seems sound: enough, 
and cannot be used as an explanation of the failing 
value of the lira. 

In terms of sterling, of course, these Latin 
currencies were bound to' fall in value. It is 

'however, sometimes overlooked that if gold prices 
are falling whilst franc and lira prices are rising, 
or, at any rate, not failing, these currencies are 
bound to fall in terms of dollars also. Since 
gold prices have be<f!1 falling in the recent past, 
a fallm these paper currencies was to be expected. 
And, since a paper currency offers a greater field 
for the operatIons of the speculator than a metallic 
one, and any fall, Jor any reason, is liable to set 
up panic sales, even & small change in the gold 
value of a currency, due even to changes in the 
value of gold, may induce a" still greater fall in 
the future. Whilst the ",alaue of French and 
Belgian finance is in itself a breeding-ground for 
disorganisation in currency, the Italian difficulties 
must be sought in other directions. 

I ~ 1~ July. UK. 
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From this point of view it is not altogether 
uninteresting to observe that it makes no difference 
whether notes are issued in respon~e to .. com
mercial demands" or in response to .. Budgetaq 
demands." In Italy there is no .. Budge~ 
demand for inflation: it does not follow that there 
is no inflation at all. But the total note-issue 
has been risin~ nevertheless, and a marked change 
is noticeable In this respect between the last six 
months of 1924 and those of 1925. The total 
note-issues (apart from the State notes which. 
have remlined unchanged throughout 1925) arc; 
divisible into three groups: those issued for 
.. the State"; for" general purposes .. ; and for 
the .. Sezione Autonoma del Consorzio Sov
venzione su valori industri .. li ". The notes issued 
under the first and last heads have fallen off 
somewhat, but the notes issued for .. general 
purposes" and the total issues have moved as 
follows (milliard lire)': 

• 
Banlt·DI.~ Glued ... _- TocaJ.a.k .... 

• 
1924 ll,"5 19')4 1925 

June .. .. 6.1 8·3 lO.1 21,.1 :' 
uly .. · . 6.0 8.6 19·9 21.41 

Augl1st . . · . 5·9 8.3 19·8 21.$ 
Soph~mber · . 6,4 8.8 20.0 • .. 61. 
Octl)her .. · . 6·7 8.8 20·5 .u.6t 
N\wember .. 6.6 8.6 to·3 :11.3 
Dec~.mbor .. 6.8 8.8 20·S at. s• 

) ~ ~ ..... ~ R. B.a:Id'a -*II .. tbI "'dd .." t It cf 
U.thApn!. 1~ 

Is 
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Thus there was a 'rise of about 5% in the note 
circulation in the last six months of 1925, in spite 
of a rise of the official Bank rate and the inaugura
tion of a policy of the close co-operation between 
the great Banks and other lenders and the 
Ministry of FipJlnce for the limitation of credit 
and discrimination in lending,' which was 
followed in March, '926, by the formation of an 
in~bank consortium with a capital of 100 million 
lire;'for the support of securities pd tho placing 
of capital increases under officiar control.' The 
decline of the lira, of course, shows th~ complete 
~futility of the repressive measures of control over 
the foreign exchanges adopted in August, 1925, 
which does not argue well for the further measures 
of monopolisation of exchange dealings adopted 
in May of this year.' 

'41 

The ,Get is tha-t one ought to find the key to 
much tltat has been happening in Italy in 1925 
and since in the AflCriod of stabilisation which 
obtained in"previous years. For eighteen months 
-between the middle of 1923 and the end of 
1924-the average gold value of the lira was 
stable, taking Mortara's figures as the basis of the 
argument, an~ with the exception of the first 
six months of 1923. had remained stable for two 

" Bacchi, Wt.m~. 10th Octobs-,lt2J. 's.orhi.loc.dL.2WApril.lM6. 
I". W~t&4NIid. Ultb June., 19211. {TbU J-...ap ... wntA botaro &be 

reamt mauUl'tll WIIfto UWAUK''', Ileraldiaa • Nduc;:lk.CI 1D tho DO~wauoa..l 
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years.' 50 long as the exchange remained stable 
the cost of living and prices generally could 
climb up towards world-level: during 1924, in 
fact, the gold cost of living did rise from 114 

to 126. Internal conditions permitted an indus
trial boom, but any sign that this\>oom was coming 
to an end would at once react upon the p'?sition 
of the exchange, so long as definitive stabIlisation 
was not adopted. What appears to be thtL(aSe 
is that ~e evil day of adjustment has been put dff 
by a fall of the exchange. It is nothing to the 
point thatf" exchange control" has been practised. 
this did IIot preV'ent the fall. If it had been 
eftective the exchange would have been more 
stable, but the industrial situation would probably 
have been worse. 

§ 42 .. 
1 n Belgium the poli~ of the banking ~uthorities 

was to arrive at stabIlity of credit conditions. 
The Bank, so it is state" in the report of' J925, 
followed .. un politique restrlctive .r'

f 
credit 

ingrate et penible, difficile k consniet avec son 
vit dcsir de favoriser I'induslil"ie et l'exportation. 
Elle comprima Ie volume reel de soq' portefeuille 
commercIal et de son' portefeuille d'avances.' 
In fact, the gold 'Vallie of the bills discounted was 
'C~ 'r .... ""..,.. 

4H 191} 

1 
'9'. 

1st hall •. .. ,6 2S 23 
'2nd hlllf .. ') ') '3 

•. Mortare... ~\UW ~ .. ID ................. ".11.,.. 
'~,N""""C/~llO,p." 

lQ1S .. 
.0 



ITALY 
(Figureo from the League of Natioos' Monthly Bulletin of.Statistics) 
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(OOO'S) (ooo's) - 1 Li<a) ..... ' ---
•• 0 .... 

o • .., 
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314 millions in 1924 and 315 millions in 1925. 
the advances on securities 98 and 97 millions 
respectively. Retail prices at the end of 1924 
and 1925 were 521 and 334: the dollar rate of 
exchange in 192.3, 1924, and 1925, 19-4, 21.8, 
21.1 francs. The dollar loans rai,cp in December, 
1924. and June, 1925, were not required till the 
autumn ot 1925, when the news that the Govern
ment had decided to stabilise caused a reversal of. 
tone on the foreign exchange market amf-·the 
Bank had to intervene. The stabilisation plan 
was duly presented to the Chambers: the Ac. 
was promulgated tm 26th February, 1926. The 
plan comprised the raising by Government of one 
01" several loans up to a total of 150,000,000 
dollars: the abrogation of clauses in the Bank 
Act by which the Bank was relieved of the 
obligation of paying its notes in gold: the fixing 
of a new gold value f.- the Belgian franc: the 
revaluation of ·the gold reserves at the new 
stabilisation rate: and ~ turning over of the: 
loans to the Bank, which was.,tci use. th!"d(".a.d 
the proceeds of the revaluation of itt !f01~;,JII!Serve 
to cancel State indebtedness to the Bank up tff a 
similar amount. 

Everything was thus ready for a'iO:Q.lm to the 
gold standard. Unfortunately, difficulties raised 
by the financial groups approached during March, 
19~6, a panic consequent thereon, an~ perhaps, 
some fear of the consequences ., stabilisation to 
Belgian industry unless the French franc were 
simultanrously stabilised caused an abandonment 
of these efforts for the time being. On the 
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(Figures from tho Leaguo Df Nations' Monthly Bulletin of Statietics) 
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contrary, Parliament authorised the National 
Bank in May to discount up to 1,500 millions of 
Treasury bills in order to meet the demands made 
for the repayment of six months' Treasury bills,
and, though in JlIly Parliament delegated financial 
legislative power t.a the Crown for a period of six 
months, and a variety of other devices have been 
resorted to, the Eco1/omiu correspondent reported 
on 24th July that" a speedy return to the gold 
standard appears, however, not yet to have been 
definitely decided upon, as the Finance Minister 
has lately expressed the opinion ,in Parliament 
that a return to the gold franc is not yet desirable, 
seeing that it would cause a tremendous increase 
in prices, and throw thousands out of employ
ment."-

§ 43 
The currenCf situation in France is almost 

completely dommated by the exigencies of finance. 
At the beginning of 1915 the futhorised, note 
circulation amounted to 41 milliards," the 
authorised limit of advances to thliState to t.'1 
milliards. By laws of 15th April; ~th June, 
=3rd November, and +th December, 1925, the 
advances and the circulation were increased by 
successive ste(,s of +, 6, Ii, and 6 milliards to 
39l and 581 nulliards respectively. . The advances 

11'.....-uI. Po 10iI (1m). • • Ir. __ ~. !ttll fIll\', J.m. 11_ IIJ1. Tn whKh b actded, ~~: • It 
'": .. ::~;~ tl1 I» ~ ... b<-tb«. !Io~\' retum t" WfUdd i-n~ C\'ftI at u... ..:,-..1. 01 .. 
u"kdnai \7\,," \ .... t,l!t.·u .111 b.~'t' !'",> ~ f ..... j ~ >,II: .. tee _t- ,~!~~ ... uua ~I. 
"''''' '.Id \l<j\ hi' !'u·/''rjlll.}e au thf.. S)O", lm-...... ('If inlF .. wft~._at lhr.\QIIh whio:b 
t\~\l\U' is "\U-~ at vt_\L ~ .... q 10 tbe ~J t.c .... u. .tcmaI GId tal 
Ulflu.l ,,~ p.>ww: ut the fnDc. ... 
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were almost doubled, and the note-issues increased 
,by, 40% within twelve months. The process has 
since been continued: on 15th July, 1926, M. 
Caillaux called on the Bank of France for the 
residue 'of the·M~rgan credits of 1923, the ~t 
of, which had\originally formed the baSIS of 
Poincare's successful squeezing of the bears after 
the first great debacle of the franc. This residue 
amounted to 33 million dollars. The Bank 
agreed to surrender these dollars only on con
dition that it was to be allowed to increase the 
note-issue by a corresponding amount. The 
Bill introduced in consequence became effective 
on 22nd July, 1926, raising the effective limit by 
a sum equal to,the yield from the (franc) value of 
the dollars transferred. 

The Poincare Government has ~ne a step 
f'aJ;ther. In the gui. of .n Act to mcrease the 
m\:tallic reserves of the Bank, it has in fact given 
the B~k pO\'ilU to disregard the limits imposed 
upon the issue of notes. The four-clause Act 
passed by the Chambers in Julylallows the Ban"" 
to buy French gold coins at a premium; to buy 
gold in the open market and to increase its note 
issue for the two above purposes; whilst it iii 
further permissible for the Gover~ment and the 
Bank to conclude" all the necessary arrangements 
to enable it to prepare the way for the stabilisation 
of the currency by th'e rehabilitation of the 
franc." J 

The idea that, so long as the franc is not 

... _' ... J ... ,' .......... --___ "" .. ',,, 
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convertible into gold or dollars or foreign 
exchange, an increase of the note-issues based 
upon gold is not inflation is fanacious. ,The 
gold value of the franc will depend, after a~'before, 
upon the aggregate quantity II). 'Pefation' to the 
deman~ for francs. The Bank,~fJ'rrqe ~ in 
fact domg exactly what the Bank 0 EngJ'and 
did before the Resl,lmption Act of 1819: instead 
of cutting down its notes and, therefore, increas
ing the value of what remains, it hopes to keep up 
the value of an increased total of notes by in
creasing the metaIlic reserve. On the other 
hand, the fact that the Bank is allowed to buy 
gold at a premium is in itself an inducement to 
the devaluation of the franc, for if the franc rises 
above the buying price of the new gold the Bank 
necessarily makes a loss on the transaction. 

, The suggestions on lIVhichtthis Act is based ar/. 
as a matter of fact, taken from the Report (:,f tile 
Committee of Experts. Once the limit .ff the 
advances to the State is definitely fixed, argues 
the Report: the~xing of a definite limit ta the 
circulation has no further justification, and, in 
fact, presents serious inconveniences far the 
tammercial activity of the Bank, and may hamper 
it in the purchase of exchange and of gold which 
are necessary ta strengthen its reserve.' And, 
in fact, so long as French prices are not adjusted 
lio the world level, therl is bound ta be a further 
increase in the note-issue. But, until it is known 
that the Bank definitely intends to stabilise, an 
increase in the circulation will defeat its own 
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object. For the condition of a successful in
crc:;ase is that the Ji'0pulation should be willing to 
accept it; ana ~IS willingness, as things are, is 
itself a junctjoR oj the stability of the exchange. 
Hence, If! the eyes of the Experts, the desirability 
of makinf\ tg~· piod of ',' pre-stabilisation" as 
sho~ as Qo~sib'e'. ' 

• There is, in fact, on moot points no substantial 
difference between the policy, as se far stated, of 
M. Poincare! and that of the Experts. The Report 
does not wisb to rely upon the gold resources of 
the Bank in the first Instance': nor does the 
Premier. M. Poincare! desires the .. rehabilita
tion .. of the franc before it is definitely stabilised ': 
pw~ the Experts a1sj thought that .. Ie choi;r 
d'tln cours du franc plus favorable qui Ie cours 
actuer serait desirable." The differences con
cern, then, the ratification of the debt agreements 
and the sources from which the stabilisation 
credits are to be obtained. The Committee 
believed that foreign ,credits could only be 
obtained after ratificatioa, and wanted ratification 
beQlUSe it desired the foreign credits. M. 
Poim:arc's policy on these matters is still obscure. 
But it has Il fighting chance of success, even if nC), 

19",,4/ foreign credits ate raised, prfl'fJided that 
the rate of inter6t is high enough to attract 

'Op. cik, p.... . 
'aMi. !I~ .--. Itb "lips&. 1ne: .. BefoN ItabOiliDl' tbe fnDa, .. 

..... to -'bl,lll .. hJ at to UID .n-tMt fIJIl_t pDalblir. n. ~_ aI U. 
CUI'l'GllCV. tile inlI-TCvez.J.t of a. true. .... be tbIt lanlltlllP ~ '"biby'" 
M. wbadt. ... ml,lSlall ...... 
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foreign funds, if they prove to be needed, and 
confidence in the franc is raised" by an c:~ly 
definitive scheme of stabilisatiQll ": which', will 
cause, reBow of'tnoney now ~oarded in,Dutch. 
Swiss, and British banks, for such a reBo;j.V would 
in itself provide the Bank witQ, large rese~es, 
which might be required when stafliliv~on bnngs 
on industrial depression, as it mOlt certainly will. 

From this point of view, the higher the stabil
isation rate the better, provided that the rate js 
not .so high as \0 overvalue the franc. For the 
way to prevent a depre5sion is to avoid the pre
liminary boom. Some depression will no doubt 
bll ;nll'Vifable: for prices have been rising too 
long in.France to prevent something in the way 
of a collapse when th"y no longer rise. But if 
the franc is 'given a low permanent gold value, 
tbe margin to be over~'omeifietween internal arui 
exter!lal ~rices will be the greater, the up-rush 

, of ,rices the greater, aild the reaction the heavier. r No doubt a low value of the franc seems at 
first -sight to relieve the Treasury, for it is, of 
course, equivaleni: to partial repudiation of the 

. fundep and Boating &bt,·, But recent experience 
throws' considerable doubt upon the validity of 
the policy implied. For other current expenses 

_ 'TII6 ReJ10II t1/ 1M E*pwu, v- I U et .q., .... the debt ~ ~ .. at 1"1 
IIaRb. U:l6, U foI1o",,: .," 

• Milliarda 

fal 
PuDded debt, ll'ten:aI.. .. Ii" 
Short tenn dt-u£, i.n~ .', .0 

I F1oatl..D& dabc, iD1enaal . . •• . ... 

Pcnip &bt til PM: 
(f, IDtar·GovetJllMDtal •. 
I·l~ .. 

'87.7 

.. • ... } (Sa" to ,.J:.,t _ 
• ,I &.uar. »60 ljIIIJharo.) 
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rise in proportion as the value of the currency 
has fallen, and, unfortunately, the holders of 
Government dept are not content to sit tight and 
be robbed of the,.greater part bf their property, 
perma,mllly.. Nothing is more certain than that, 
to a, greater degree in Franco-the country of the 
rentier--t4aa elsewhere, any such policy would 
lead to a politkal campaign for the .. 'lJalorisa
tio" " of the debt, which no Government w01j.ld 
be able to resist without the 'Certain prospect of 
defeat. 
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